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Welcome
With Global Ethics Day and the launch of ACCA’s focus on ‘the power of ethics’, we
are reminded of the importance of ensuring our consciences reconcile with our actions
The decisions we make determine who

ethics and the professional accountant,

we are and the person we aspire to

visit accaglobal.com/powerofethics.
This edition also has a special focus

become. They take us on a path that
may change direction, twisting and

on issues affecting members in the

turning as we follow its course because

Americas. On page 26, we look at

life’s journey is rarely linear. And while

what’s required to tackle corruption in

we may be influenced by the external

the region, while on page 20 our guest

noise – peer pressure, regulation, the

columnist Ramona Dzinkowski explores

lure of reward – our choices ultimately

the mismatch between expanding oil

come from within, leaving our

pipelines and cutting carbon emissions.
In our main interview on page

conscience to reconcile itself with our

12, we hear from Aneal Maharaj

actions and their consequences.
With Global Ethics Day on 16

FCCA, group FD at ANSA McAL, the

October, this month marks the start

largest conglomerate in Trinidad and

of ACCA’s focus on ‘the power of

Tobago. He discusses the challenges

ethics’, which highlights the need for

of overseeing the finances of 73

businesses and professional accountants

companies and shares his thoughts on

to put an ethical programme at the

the organisation’s potential for growth.

heart of their operations. So in this

We also hear from Carol-Ann Boothe

issue you’ll find a range of articles on

FCCA, former chair of ACCA’s US

related topics.

chapter network, who has combined a

In our main feature on tomorrow’s

long career at KPMG with a relentless

capitalism (page 36), we find out

championing of diversity, integrity and

how the finance function could lead

the ACCA Qualification. Read her story

companies’ ESG strategies, according to

on page 56.

AB

a recent ACCA/CFA Institute report
on social and environmental value

Annabella Gabb, international editor

creation. For more resources about

annabella.gabb@accaglobal.com
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On a tour of east Africa,
Pope Francis (pictured
here with Argentinian
missionary Pedro
Pablo Opeka) visited
Madagascar, where
he spoke about the
ecological damage being
caused in the island
nation by deforestation.

Ivanka Trump was in
Paraguay to promote
the US government’s
Women’s Global
Development and
Prosperity Initiative. The
White House adviser
committed US$500m
to support the region’s
women entrepreneurs.

A fossil of the skull of our
oldest known ancestor
was unveiled in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. The
species – named ‘MRD’
by scientists – lived 3.8
million years ago and
could change current
understanding of
human evolution.

The Fortnite World Cup
– the biggest video game
competition ever – took
place in New York, with
16-year-old Kyle Giersdorf
winning US$3m after
a three-day marathon.
The free-to-play game
earned US$2.4bn in
revenue last year.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the profession
Digital compromise

oppose any action and

which looks at evidence

France and the US have

statement that challenge

on audit quality gathered

The average working

agreed a compromise on

national sovereignty.’

from academic sources,

week in Qatar is 49 hours,

digital taxation. France

Deloitte took a different line,

policy experts and a study

the longest in the world.

will proceed with its new

saying ‘we respect the right

of how regulators worldwide

According to data from

3% tax on digital services

of individuals to peacefully

manage risks, the bodies

the International Labour

provided by large tech

express their views’, while

state: ‘There continues to be

Organisation, compiled

companies, including US

adding: ‘We do not condone

concern that independence

by RS Components, the

corporations such as Google

any form of violent or illegal

is compromised in [auditors

Netherlands has the shortest

and Apple. But the measure

behaviour.’ All three firms

providing non-audit

working week, at 32 hours.

will initially be limited to

stressed their support for

services], in spite of strict

In Africa, Rwandans work the

two years and France will

the principle of ‘one country,

rules that prohibit [this]. In

fewest hours per week (33).

repay to US companies any

two systems’.

fact, some have called for

Our hours

audit-only firms, effectively

revenues exceeding the
Netherlands 32

Australia 33

New Zealand 33

Rwanda 33

Denmark 34

Norway 34

Belarus 35

Georgia 35

Germany 35

Austria

8

36

level subsequently agreed

‘Artificial’ FDI

siloing audit as a stand-alone

by the Organisation for

Around 40% of foreign

business. Services that are

Economic Co-operation

direct investment (FDI) is

permitted are quite often

and Development (OECD).

artificial, creates no real

complementary to the audit,

Amazon said it will pass

business activity and is

and threats to independence

the costs on to third-party

designed only to avoid

can be effectively

sellers. The OECD hopes to

tax liabilities, a study from

mitigated.’ However, the

have its plans agreed next

the International Monetary

report acknowledges that

year, but implementation

Fund has concluded. Some

demonstrating to the public

could take several years.

US$15 trillion a year ‘passes

that perceived conflicts

through empty corporate

of interest are being

Big Four differ

shells’, claimed the study.

appropriately managed

Big Four firms in Hong

Almost two-thirds of FDI

is challenging.

Kong have taken conflicting

in Ireland is ‘phantom’,

positions on the civil

while almost half of all

Uniting on disability

disobedience in the special

artificial FDI flowed through

The Big Four have

administrative region. Three

either the Netherlands or

announced they will be

issued statements after an

Luxembourg, the study,

combining for the first time

advertisement in local media

The Rise of Phantom

to tackle the exclusion of

claimed to represent their

Investments, observed.

disabled people in business.

employees. ‘EY does not

Deloitte, KPMG and PwC

share the views expressed in

Audit silo risk

will join EY by signing up to

the statement and strongly

ACCA and CA ANZ say that

The Valuable 500, a global

condemns the violence

multidisciplinary firms offer

movement that aims to put

and illegal acts that have

the best solution to protect

disability inclusion on the

taken place in recent weeks

the quality of auditing. In

global business leadership

throughout the city,’ it said.

their report Audit Quality

agenda. Each firm has made

PwC commented: ‘We firmly

in a Multidisciplinary Firm,

a pledge on what they will
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become accountable for to

grew by 15.5% in transaction

GE challenged

of the report, before

address disability inclusion.

advisory, 9.2% in advisory,

GE has strongly defended its

partially recovering.

8.6% in tax and 4.4% in

accounting practices, level

Future function

assurance. They grew by

of reserves and liquidity,

RSM fined US$950k

The International Federation

9.1% in Asia Pacific, 8.5% in

following a critical report

RSM has been fined

of Accountants has

the Americas, 7.5% in Japan

from Harry Markopolos,

US$950,000 by the US

published a series of reports

and 7.1% in the Europe,

the first person to publicly

Securities and Exchange

considering the future of the

Middle East, India and

allege that Bernie Madoff

Commission (SEC) for

finance function. The series

Africa. US revenues were

was running a Ponzi scheme.

violations of auditor

includes A vision for the

US$15.3bn. Carmine Di Sibio,

‘GE operates at the highest

independence rules. The

CFO and finance function;

EY global chairman and CEO,

level of integrity and

breaches took place in

Future-fit accounting roles

said: ‘While the past year has

stands behind its financial

more than 100 audit reports

for the next decade; and An

seen a number of strains in

reporting,’ said the company.

involving at least 15 audit

evaluation tool to help guide

the global economy – from

It added: ‘Mr. Markopolos

clients. The SEC said that

organizations in finance

trade tensions, protectionism

openly acknowledges that he

RSM US repeatedly claimed

function transformation. They

and recession fears – we

is compensated by unnamed

to be independent in

are available at bit.ly/ifac-

have achieved strong

hedge funds. Such funds

instances where the firm

rep-future.

growth from our continued

are financially motivated

or associated entities –

focus on long-term value

to attempt to generate

including other member

EY reports growth

creation using technology

short selling in a company’s

firms in the RSM International

EY reported global revenue

to transform traditional EY

stock to create unnecessary

network – provided non-

growth of 8.0% in the year

services and to launch new,

volatility.’ GE’s share price fell

audit services to the clients.

ending June 2019. Revenues

innovative solutions.’

significantly on publication

Those prohibited non-audit
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services included payroll

Four firms’ dominance of the

for governments for higher

(Ghana). The fines were in

outsourcing, secretarial

audit market.

borrowing levels and slower

relation to audits of seven

repayment of existing debt.

banks that subsequently

services, bookkeeping
and internal audit. RSM

EU to reform rules

consented to the order

The European Union’s

Good news for US

Ghana concluded that three

without admitting or denying

Stability and Growth Pact

Accountants in the US can

of the banks had falsified

the findings and was ordered

(SGP) rules could be relaxed

expect good pay amid a

their capital positions.

to cease and desist from

with the eurozone facing

buoyant market for their

Deloitte & Touche was fined

future violations.

the risk of an economic

services, according to Robert

GHS1.15m (US$21,000); PKF

slowdown in Germany

Half’s 2020 salary guides

GHS550,000 (US$10,000);

Firms get picky

spreading into a wider

for accountants and other

Morrison & Associates,

Deloitte has resigned

recession. Incoming

professionals. ‘Demand is

GHS350,000 (US$6,000);

as auditor of India’s

European Commission

high and supply is low for

and J. Mills Lamptey & Co,

Dewan Housing Finance

president Ursula von der

accounting and finance

GHS150,000 (US$3,000). EY

Corporation citing doubts

Leyen and European Central

professionals in the US,’

also appeared before the

about going concern.

Bank president Christine

says the agency. Robert Half

council of inquiry but was

Dewan did not respond to

Lagarde are anxious to

reported that professional

found to have conducted

a request for comment. This

avoid economic damage

accountants are increasingly

audits in accordance with

is the latest in a series of

in the early stages of their

using online tools to

international standards.

auditor resignations in the

leadership. Leniency in the

compare their salaries and

country. The Competition

SGP rules would also assist

remuneration packages.

Risky business

Commission of India is

the new Italian government

According to its survey, 82%

Mozambique represents

expected to be asked by the

as it addresses domestic

of finance professionals are

the world’s biggest money

government to conduct an

political pressures. Changes

confident they know what

laundering risk, according

anti-trust review of the Big

could include permission

pay they should receive.

to this year’s analysis by

collapsed. The Bank of

the Basel Institute on

Kenya’s tax failure

Governance. Other countries

Kenya is being blocked

presenting severe risks are

from collecting tax because

Laos, Myanmar, Afghanistan

of a logjam in the courts,

and Liberia. ‘This confirms

as wealthy nationals lodge

the general trend visible

appeals to delay payment,

over the eight years since

according to the Daily

the Basel AML Index was first

Nation. Some 283 billion

calculated: most countries

Kenyan shillings (US$2.70bn)

are slow to improve their

is in abeyance, with the

resilience against ML/TF

Kenya Revenue Authority

risks,’ said the institute.

(KRA) unable to pursue

Estonia had the lowest risk,

debts. ‘What we need is a tax

followed by Finland and New

Glencore has defeated the Australian Tax Office (ATO) in a

court and that would help us

Zealand; however, Estonia has

transfer pricing dispute that reached Australia’s Federal Court.

resolve the issues urgently,’

faced criticism recently for its

The ATO had argued that Glencore’s group company underpaid

said new KRA commissioner-

effectiveness in preventing

for copper purchased from its mine in New South Wales, and

general James Mburu.

money laundering and its

Glencore wins on transfer pricing

score may worsen when it is

sought AUSUS$92m (US$63m) in tax. The court ruled that the

10

transfer price was ‘within an arm’s length’ of the market value

Ghana firms fined

reassessed using the latest

and so did not breach transfer pricing laws. In a separate legal

Four audit firms have been

methodology, which focuses

case, the ATO won in Australia’s High Court a determination

fined a total of GHS2.2m

on the effectiveness of

that Glencore must disclose its offshore financial activities.

(US$40,000) by the Institute

measures rather than simple

of Chartered Accountants

technical compliance.
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‘End sanctions’ call

to raise hard currency on

Leaders across Southern

the exchange.’

Africa have called on richer

Urban paradise
The world’s most liveable cities are less likely to be global

nations to end sanctions

P&ID wins case

capitals and more likely to be regional second cities, a new

on Zimbabwe. In a joint

Irish company Process and

ranking shows. Vienna in Austria held the number-one spot in

statement, the leaders said

Industrial Developments

the Economist Intelligence Unit’s Global Liveability Index for

that Zimbabwe is now ‘ready

(P&ID) has won a judgment

the second year running, which ranks 140 cities on 30 factors in

to engage with the rest of

in a London court to obtain

five categories: stability, healthcare, culture and environment,

the world’. The call was made

assets from the Nigerian

education, and infrastructure. Australia and Canada dominate

before the death of former

government of US$9bn.

with three cities each. While Osaka and Tokyo in Japan both

president Robert Mugabe.

P&ID is an engineering

make the top 10, Hong Kong and Singapore fall way below at

President John Magufuli of

and project management

38 and 40 respectively. Meanwhile, London took 48th place and

Tanzania, chair of a summit

company that had

New York 58th.

of the Southern African

contracted with the Nigerian

Development Community,

government to provide

said: ‘These sanctions

power generation from waste

have not only affected the

flare gas. The company

people of Zimbabwe and

claimed Nigeria failed to

their government, but our

fulfil its commitments under

entire region.’

the contract. P&ID won the
court case, having previously

Exchanges cooperate

been supported in its claim

The Botswana and Zimbabwe

at an arbitration tribunal. The

stock exchanges have

Nigerian government plans

signed a memorandum of

to appeal.

understanding to cooperate

2 Melbourne
3 Sydney
4 Osaka

on the development of

Going green

financial markets, to promote

Islamic finance could be

crossborder investments

a mechanism to increase

and listings. This will enable

investment in solar and other

cooperation in product

renewable energy projects,

and market development;

suggested a new report

promotion of cross-listings,

from Deloitte, Sustainable

including common fast-

Finance: Can Sukuk become

track listing requirements

a driver of solar and green

for companies seeking

energy growth? ‘There is

secondary listing in either

a healthy pipeline of solar

market; and a revenue

and other alternative energy

sharing agreement. This will

projects being developed

be backed by information-

in the Middle East region

sharing arrangements to

and Islamic finance can

develop capital markets.

play a significant role in the

Justin Bgoni, CEO of the

financing of these projects,’

Zimbabwe exchange, said:

concluded Vishal Rander,

‘We are excited about

director of project and

the new partnership with

infrastructure finance at

Botswana Stock Exchange

Deloitte Middle East.

5 Calgary
6 Vancouver
7 Tokyo
7 Toronto
9 Copenhagen
10 Adelaide

AB

and the prospect of a
gateway for our companies

1 Vienna

Paul Gosling, journalist

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit
Note: Toronto and Tokyo share seventh place.
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Better together
Group finance director Aneal Maharaj FCCA shares his passion for Trinidad and
Tobago’s largest conglomerate and his thoughts on scope for further growth

A

Tobago – the ANSA McAL group – which

2008

more well-rounded, sharpening both his

is also a key player in the Caribbean

Group finance director,

understanding of accounting and the world

region, has aligned his personal

ANSA McAL

of business. During his studies, Maharaj

neal Maharaj FCCA, group
finance director of the largest

i

to pay for his ACCA courses and secure

CV

his qualification. It is this qualification,
he says, that helped him to become

conglomerate in Trinidad and

admits he failed some tests, but that

professional ambitions with his company’s
goal of sturdy sustained growth.
Maharaj claims that ANSA McAL, which

2004

helped him by increasing his determination

Vice-president, finance and

to succeed.

already deals in a wide array of goods and

commercial, BHP Billiton,

services, is only operating at 75% of its

Trinidad and Tobago

ago. It was his first job for a Trinidad

capacity. He says that with planned business
development and acquisitions, it is poised

2002

and Tobago-owned company, which he

to progress further. ‘If we can optimise

Manager, strategy and

describes as being ‘an amazing place to

every part of the group, that alone will push

planning, BP Trinidad

work’. Maharaj says he not only loves his

us way ahead of our targets,’ he says.

and Tobago; finance and

job but is humbled by his responsibilities

commercial manager BHP

and role at ANSA McAL in serving and

Billiton, US

supporting the group.

some economists forecast that Trinidad

2001

small twin-island republic, it is a formidable

and Tobago will grow at 1.5% in 2019.

Strategy lead, BP Wytch

company, with 6,000 employees and more

Maharaj believes that ANSA McAL’s

Farm, UK

than 60 subsidiaries, and with presences

The group is experiencing significant
growth anyway – faster than the regional

Although ANSA McAL is based in the

economy it operates within, where

throughout the Caribbean and the US.

base businesses – which span media,
beverages, non-food manufacturing,

2000

This makes for complex work for the

retail and finance – have the potential

North America gas

group FD, who oversees the finances of

to expand by 25%, although he doesn’t

coordinator, BP, UK

all 73 companies across more than eight
territories in the ANSA McAL portfolio.

commit to the projected timescale for this
growth. This will involve capturing market

1995

Maharaj says his ability to do this is helped

share, acquisition and research to bring

Manager, commercial/tax,

by the group’s super-efficient structure.

new products to the market.

BP Amoco, Trinidad

‘Proper governance is the glue that causes
everything to stick and is what connects all

Maharaj, borrowing a line from the
conglomerate’s corporate anthem, explains

1987

that despite the office he holds, there will

Manager, tax/audit, Deloitte

always be opportunities for him ‘to do

& Touche, Trinidad

better, better, better’.
On his way to this senior position, the

the businesses together,’ he says.
Maharaj stresses the importance and
excellence of an inhouse team specialising
in performance analysis and the structuring
of transactions, which generate group-wide

Trinidadian turned down the offer of two higher education

financial information, offering insight to the board to help

scholarships – one to study science; the other, business.

position the group for the future.

Immediately after completing his advanced level studies at

12

Jobs in the US, UK and Trinidad followed,
before he joined ANSA McAL 11 years

ANSA McAL is a family-built business that can date its

school, he opted to go into the workplace. His first job was

origins back to 1881, when cocoa exporter Geo. R Alston & Co

shredding paper at Deloitte predecessor firm Touche Ross. His

was established. A series of takeovers and mergers culminated

eight years of employment at the company helped Maharaj

in ANSA McAL being established in 1986, following the
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‘Proper governance
is the glue that
causes everything
to stick and is
what connects all
the businesses
in ANSA McAL
together’
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Basics

73
Number of ANSA McAL companies, operating across the
Caribbean, including in Trinidad and Tobago, St Kitts and
Nevis, Guyana, Grenada, Barbados, Jamaica and the US

9
Number of sectors ANSA McAL operates in (automotive,
beverage, construction, distribution, financial services,
manufacturing, real estate, media and retail)

6,000
Number of employees

250,000
Daily ‘customer connections’

US$940m
Highest revenue in its history, in 2018

acquisition of McEnearny Alstons by Anthony Sabga, a Syrian
immigrant. This led to Ansa Industries, which was owned by
Sabga, being merged with McAL to form ANSA McAL Ltd,
which is still owned by the family – something that is clearly an
important aspect to the conglomerate because the company’s
motto is ‘together we are family’.
Maharaj says the company is careful about recruiting the
right talent – employing people who have the ‘right fit to
the ANSA McAL way of doing business’. He says: ‘When we
recruit, there are different things we look at. One is obviously
the technical competency of the individual, but that’s not the
whole picture. Also important is that the person can work in
a team, can collaborate, has attention to detail, can inspire
others to deliver exceptional work – that is what we look for.’
Maharaj himself learned the value of teamwork in his
extensive experience in business advisory roles and in the
energy sector, working his way up from a commercial tax
manager at BP Amoco to the position of VP finance and
commercial at BHP Billiton. However, despite the excitement
and variety of these international positions, he admits to
feeling most at home working for ANSA McAL. Like his ACCA
training, the company has been instrumental in helping to
mould him: ‘ACCA is a way of being, ANSA McAL is a way of
being,’ he says.

AB

Melissa Williams-Sambrano, journalist in Port of Spain

14
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The view from

Dissatisfaction
with income

Sheeraz Saadat FCCA, accounting adviser at EY
in Chicago, US, and keen traveller

levels among
the top six
accounting firms does
not necessarily negatively

I started my accounting

We unite the strategy

impact audit quality where auditors

career straight out of

and operational thought

expect to remain in the profession,

college, working in audit

leadership on how to

climb up the ranks and later earn

and advisory roles. The

effect change within the

higher compensation.

term ‘accountant’ is pretty

organisation – essentially

Source: John Molson School of Business
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Sense of
anticipation
By taking a planned, rational and strategic approach to
managing risk, practice owners can mitigate potential
damage and sleep better at night, Phil Shohet suggests
Every year many thousands of

is understandable. However, there are

businesses – accounting practices

many other ways in which problems

included – sleepwalk their way into

arise – problems that can sometimes

disaster because they have failed to

be just as disastrous as those posed by

recognise and plan for risks that are

regulatory failings.

often plain to see and easy to avoid.
Systematic but straightforward risk

Find your weak spot

assessment can eliminate dangers

The first challenge is to take a step

that, if not terminal, could result in

back and carefully review your practice’s

huge expense. And the approach

risk vulnerability by answering the

and techniques that might save an

following questions:

accountancy practice can equally

*

be applied as a fee-earning service,
assisting clients to keep out of trouble.

view of risk exposure will often emerge –

reviewed regularly?

*

Do the partners devote enough
time to the regular review of

one guided by regulatory requirements,

these risks? Is the review process

but distorted by the huge publicity

sufficiently detailed and probing,

attracted by the failures of a number

and sufficiently resourced with

of leading firms to meet requirements.

partners experienced in risk

These failures have often led to public

management?

censure and hefty fines, and occasionally
to existential threat. Arthur Andersen’s

*

Does the risk management process
cover all areas of risk – in particular,

failure demonstrated that even those

the four major risk areas: strategic,

operating at the very pinnacle of the

operational, financial and hazard?

profession can be vulnerable when
practice standards are compromised.

*

Given this publicity, it is perhaps

Is there clear, effective
communication of the risk
assessment to all the relevant staff

unsurprising that such a group of

16

listed the major risks by scale of
the threat they represent? Is this list

Yet gather together a group of
practitioners, and a rather blinkered

Have the partners identified and

at every level of the firm?

practitioners will focus on the many

A ‘no’ answer to any of these questions

regulatory hurdles that threaten to

is a clear signal that the practice faces

ensnare their firms. Given the sheer

unnecessary risk in one of those four

quantity and range of regulation, this

major risk areas.
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For example, it is not sufficient

of the regulatory requirements has not

management strategies in place,

to consider that you’ve got hazards

entirely eliminated poor practice and

problems need not be disastrous. But

covered just because you have

the risk this poses (for instance, to the

despite the obvious risks, there are still

insurance and comply with health and

validity of professional indemnity cover).

plenty of practices relying on little more

safety legislation. Insurance does not

Perhaps more worrying is that other

protect against the consequences of

regulatory requirements do not appear

disaster, so having insurance alone is not

to be working as intended. In particular,

operational risk lies in HR. Well-

a strategy but should be part of overall

anti-money laundering rules do not

documented danger areas include age

risk management and contingency

seem to be generating the number

discrimination, maternity leave and

planning. Analysis needs to dig deeper

of reports they should. While there is

allowances. But just as threatening,

into what will be required if the business

no suggestion of deliberate failure to

especially to firms not large enough to

premises are destroyed by fire. Are

make reports, it may be that failure to

justify a full-time HR professional, are

there contingency plans for finding and

appreciate the true scope of the rules

an abundance of issues relating to the

moving to alternative premises, and for

plus an element of complacency have

hiring, firing and management of staff.

backing up data and other records?

led to under-reporting and dangerous

Often these will only emerge after the

levels of risk.

damage has been done – whether in

Risk is not a one-size-fits-all

than good luck.
Probably the most threatening

consideration; it varies according to

upsetting client relationships or causing

circumstances. It is likely that a multi-

internal problems.

office, multi-partner practice will have
more natural resilience than a sole
practitioner. However, the process for
assessing, reducing, eliminating or living
with risk is the same for every firm.

Multiplicity of risks
Strategic risk should be an area of
particular concern to any practitioner,
especially given the intensity of
competition and client demand for

Discrimination and discipline can

Disparate as these
risks are, there is a
common thread
to combating
them, which
involves logical
and structured
forward-thinking

swiftly escalate to litigation, involving
great expense and reputational damage.
While it may not always be possible to
avoid these dangers, with a constant eye
on the potential problems it should be
possible to recognise and counter them
before they get out of hand.

Time to be proactive
Disparate as all these risks are, there is

increasingly complex services. This

a common thread to combating them,

requires new skills and substantial

which involves logical and structured

investment, along with a clear vision of

Still more worrying is the extent to

market direction and the opportunities

which practices fall short in operational

only react after the event, engaging in

and threats this presents to the practice.

and financial situations, particularly in

a debilitating and constant battle to

cashflow control and planning, which

extinguish problems that have got out

management and communication skills

should be areas of great competence.

of hand, while averting their eyes from

required to shift the team in the right

Yet many have poor internal accounting

those they should be aware of, hoping

direction and execute the business plan.

controls, with the result that work

that if ignored they will go away. In

Execution often falls short – especially

in progress and debtors are at

wishing problems away, the danger is

where the chosen route to growth

unacceptably high levels. Many are

of storing up far greater difficulties for

is a merger but integration is poorly

simply unaware of the risks they face in

the future. By tackling them proactively,

implemented and value destroyed.

not practising what they preach.

accountants have the chance of

The risks multiply, given the

Then there is the aforementioned

forward-thinking. Many accountants

Just as obvious are cyber threats,

developing skills of real economic value,

regulatory risk, which comes in different

which can cause problems of

both in saving expense to the practice

shapes and sizes. In the case of audit,

catastrophic dimensions and are one of

and in developing fee-earning services

the risks are widely appreciated – so

the greatest threats to the viability of

for clients.

much so that many smaller firms have

the smaller practice. A serious problem

now given up this area of practice

is a virtual certainty at some point, but

Phil Shohet is senior consultant at

entirely. Even here, though, awareness

with appropriate business continuity

Foulger Underwood.
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In tune with the vibe
A soundbite from Australian comedy film, The Castle, resonates with Vanessa Richards
when it comes down to the debate between rules-based and principles-based reports
For as long as people have made

‘right’ way without undue direction

laws, we have tried to strike a balance

from authority.
The classic example of this archetype

between specificity and generality. For
example, in third-century China, the

is set out in the 1997 comedy film

approach labelled ‘legalism’ set out

The Castle (which incidentally is

absolute rules, with harsh penalties

required viewing for anyone wishing

such as amputation or execution to

to understand the Australian self-

be applied without exception if these

image). The hero, Darryl Kerrigan,

were broken.

challenges a compulsory acquisition

The contemporary competing

order on his family home made by the

philosophy of Confucianism, however,

local airport authority which is keen to

took the view that people will always

expand its operations.

find a way around rules: it is principle

Many, many quotes from the film

that matters most.

have become part of the Australian

To paraphrase Confucius: guide

repertoire, but one in particular comes

them with policies and align them

to mind when dealing with corporate

with punishments and the people will

reporting reviewers.

evade them and have no shame. Guide

In the film, Kerrigan asks his hapless

them with virtue and align them with

friend and local solicitor to help and,

[standards of behaviour and routines]

when asked by the judge to sum up his

and the people will have a sense of

argument as to why Kerrigan’s home

shame and fulfil their roles.

should not be taken from him, the

As I work my way through this

solicitor responds: ‘It’s the vibe of it.’

year’s reporting season, I have been

In my professional life I have found

considering these opposing viewpoints.

‘the vibe of it’ to be a good litmus

There’s no question that both

test when considering what should be

approaches have their drawbacks:

included in a report and how.

applying principles-based requirements

The burden of reporting is rapidly

can sometimes feel worryingly

reaching a critical point (some would

imprecise, but exact requirements

argue it has already gone well beyond

too often result in a report that is full

this point). In an increasingly complex

of irrelevant detail and difficult to
follow. Not to mention the frustration
of spending a great deal of time and
resource on work that ultimately adds
little value to the organisation or
its stakeholders.
On balance, my sympathies lie with
the principles-based approach. It is a
preference I share with Australians in
general: we tend to like to see ourselves
as relaxed, adaptable, able to live the

18

and fast-moving world, we cannot afford

My sympathies
lie with the
principles-based
approach. It is a
preference I share
with Australians
in general

to be grappling with the irrelevant,
or constantly adapting detailed
requirements.
In the words of these two wise
counsellors, we must ‘guide with virtue’
and trust in ‘the vibe’.
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Vanessa Richards is a corporate
communications and governance
consultant in Australia.
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Step up to the plate
Climate-related disclosures require significant ethical judgments – just what
professional accountants have been trained for, says ACCA president Robert Stenhouse
When individuals, businesses and
governments make big decisions, it is
important that they have trustworthy
information to act on. Can there be
any bigger decisions than those made
about the future of our planet?
After a series of major weather
events and mounting evidence of the
impact of global warming, businesses
have no option but to understand
both their contribution to carbon
emissions and whether their business
model is sustainable if average global
temperatures continue to rise.
As governments make commitments
to cut carbon emissions, they are
starting to hold enterprises to account
for their environmental impact. Investors
too are challenging businesses that
fail to recognise the impact of climaterelated variables in their accounting
estimates and valuation models.
The first challenge for enterprises is to
identify, measure and monitor relevant
activity so that decision-useful climaterelated disclosures can be made. This
complex, challenging task requires

Public trust in the wider profession is

association first and foremost, run by

significant professional judgment and is

essential if the importance of the role

members for members, so please look

fraught with potential ethical challenges

that finance professionals need to take

out for your invitation and voting codes,

– exactly what professional accountants

in tackling climate-related risks is to be

and cast your vote before 14 November

have been trained for.

fully recognised (see also page 36).

at accaglobal.com/vote.

For climate-related disclosures to

This seems a fitting topic to cover in

As a member body, ACCA is only

stimulate the desired behaviour, they

my final column as ACCA president.

successful when its members are

have to be trusted. The good news is

It is vital that current and future

successful; so I congratulate you all on

that our worldwide employer survey

members recognise they have the skills,

your past achievements and wish you all

this year makes it clear that businesses

competencies and ethical compass to

future success as, together, we continue

everywhere know that ACCA is

help to lead on this truly global issue.

to develop the accountancy profession

committed to embracing and promoting

My final message is a reminder. With

the world needs.

AB

a robust ethical methodology. Our

this year’s AGM and Council elections

Ethics and Professional Skills module is

fast approaching, I encourage all

Robert Stenhouse is ACCA president

a major reason why ACCA’s reputation

members to engage with the process.

and a director, national accounting and

and membership continues to grow.

We are a professional membership

audit, at Deloitte in the UK.
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Tax and burn
Canadians go to the polls this month, but as Ramona Dzinkowski explains, the
country’s current leader has environmental policies that are fuel to his opponents’ fire
As Canadians go to the polls this

facilitate exports of crude and refined

month, the environment is high on the

Alberta oil to Asia.
These conflicting policies have fuelled

agenda and is a source of contention.
On some fronts, Canada scores well,

a great deal of criticism on both the

with low water pollution, low use of

environmental and energy policy fronts.
Trudeau has come under attack for

pesticides in agriculture and reasonably
low species extinction rates – but that

talking out of both sides of his mouth

of course is to ignore the elephant

(to add to his growing list of problems).
The Liberals have provided their

in the room: oil and gas production
and CO2 emissions. And this is where

political opponents with plenty of whips

Canada’s record is not so golden.

to beat them with on the October

Carbon is a problem that simply can’t

election platforms.
The Conservatives’ retort has been:

be ignored, but the oil and gas show

‘The Liberals have done too little too

goes on.
Upon signing the Paris climate accord

late when it comes to supporting

back in 2015, Canada pledged to

Alberta’s energy sector’, and ‘repeal the

reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by

federal carbon tax’. And for the New

30% between 2005 and 2030. Between

Democratic Party (NDP) and the Green

2005 and 2017, however, it had reduced

Party, it’s also easy pickings: ‘Friends of

CO2 output by just 2%, which on

the environment don’t build pipelines,’

current measures means roughly a 4%

they say.

reduction by 2030. Compared with other

I personally don’t disagree with either

wealthy nations, Canada’s carbon future

the expansion or the taxation. Canada

looks bleak.

needs the pipeline to ship oil to Asian

The most recent study by the

markets – it’s both a political and

Canadian Fraser Institute concluded

economic move. Canada also needs to

that of 33 high-income countries,

reduce carbon emissions and a carbon

Canada was among the worst three

tax is one way of doing it – though

carbon emitters (CO2 per unit of GDP).

perhaps the closure of the country’s

The report ranked Canada 24th in terms

remaining coal plants over the next

of its ability to reduce carbon over the

decade will do it more effectively.

past 10 years.
Liberal prime minister Justin Trudeau
has seemingly been trying to improve
the country’s environmental record by
imposing a nationwide carbon tax. But
incomprehensibly to some, he has also
given the go-ahead to the expansion
of the trans mountain pipeline from
Alberta to British Columbia – a project
that involves laying some 980km of new
pipeline across the Canadian Rockies to

20

Unfortunately, when it comes to the

These conflicting
policies have
fuelled a great deal
of criticism on both
the environmental
and energy
policy fronts

polls, this tax and burn platform is not
likely to be a vote winner.
The prime minister faces an uphill
battle against a backdrop of scandal
with an increasingly right-leaning
electorate.
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Ramona Dzinkowski is a Canadian
economist and president of
RND Research Group.
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The view from
Growing up, I was intrigued

Services P&L with an

25%

by anyone who showed

approximate annual top

of organisations globally said they

enterprising tendencies:

line of C$500m. This is a

would prioritise a consideration of

from my brother who would

complex people, equipment

the ethical implications of artificial

negotiate a ‘fee’ for helping

and process-intensive

intelligence before implementing it.

me on my science project

business with thin margins;

Source: PwC

to friends selling snacks at

hence, it’s very challenging.

the school fair.

There’s never a dull moment.

Arshamah Motiei FCCA, controller, Schlumberger,
Calgary, Canada, and part-time philosopher

I’d read biographies of entrepreneurs

Casinos under scrutiny

like Warren Buffett, Henry Ford and

The most intellectually stimulating parts

Australia’s crime agency is investigating

Thomas Edison, and books about

of my job are business partnership,

the use of casinos by organised crime

large businesses, their complexity,

intelligent tendering and assessing the

in an operation called Targeting

competitiveness and survival, fascinated

financial impact of business decisions.

Criminal Wealth. This follows reports

me. I realised that understanding

The bread and butter work is financial

that Chinese crime gangs were using

financial statements is key to

reporting and cost control.

Australian casinos to launder money.

understanding a business and connects

Attorney general Christian Porter said in

the founder’s vision to the ultimate

ACCA’s wide international recognition

Australia’s parliament there was a need

wealth creation.

as an accounting qualification is

to investigate whether casino operator

unparallelled. From landing me an

Crown Resorts was benefiting from a

I started off in external audit with

international role with Schlumberger

close relationship with China, including

PwC and post-qualification joined

to equipping me with the required

favourable visa processing. Crown

Schlumberger in corporate internal

technical knowledge, ACCA was the

Resorts denies wrongdoing, saying:

audit based in Paris. I’ve had

ideal career launchpad.

‘Crown operates in one of the most

assignments in more than 25 countries

highly regulated industries in Australia

in analyst and controllership roles,

What I love the most about my job

and takes its responsibility to comply

and made five international work-

is that I am empowered to make

with its obligations very seriously.’

related relocations. I’m now in Canada

decisions that have an impact. The

managing a challenging Fracturing

ability to influence people, processes

Facebook fined US$100m

and, ultimately, financial results creates a

Facebook has been fined US$100m

tangible sense of achievement.

by the US Securities and Exchange
Commission for misleading investors

The ability to
influence people,
processes and,
ultimately,
financial results
creates a
tangible sense of
achievement

I have had many occasions to be proud

about the risks of misuse of users’

of myself while managing economic

data. The SEC said: ‘For more than two

downturns, pricing pressures and

years, Facebook’s public disclosures

digital transformations. However,

presented the risk of misuse of user data

corporate achievements are rarely the

as merely hypothetical when Facebook

work of one individual.

knew that a third-party developer
had actually misused Facebook user

I enjoy philosophy, which is an anomaly

data.’ Facebook agreed to pay the

for an accountant. I read a lot to find

fine without admitting or denying

answers to the big questions of life,

the charges.

whether it’s Nietzsche or Hawking.
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A tale of two standards
Marios Skandalis FCCA gives a personal view on how ethics differs from compliance
and why morality should be embedded in the culture of every organisation
The world’s corporations strive to
identify the best and most effective

Essential skills and attributes

ways of controlling and monitoring

*

their operations. They always come to

Mindset and approach. Ethics and compliance roles require different mindsets
and approaches. The compliance role is grounded in complying with mandatory

the same conclusion: that the solution

laws and regulations while the ethics role requires the ability to inspire employees

is to change the mindset and behaviour

to follow standards of behaviour based on the organisation’s core values.

of the whole organisation.
We have to accept that the best way

*

Focus. The ethics professional’s focus is on transforming the culture of the
organisation to align with its core values and on developing employees’

to tackle any compliance challenge

ethical decision-making capabilities. The compliance professional’s focus is

– whether a new risk, a new product,

mainly on ensuring the organisation prevents corruption and avoids sanctions

a new strategy or a new technology

for non-compliance.

– does not lie in how technically
competent we are, or the number of

*

Skillset. The skillset boundaries between ethics and compliance can be blurred.
The relationship between the two areas is complex, requiring some common

academic and professional qualifications

skills and some that are peculiar to one or the other. For example, compliance

we possess, but how we think and

professionals are called on to clarify complex cases in relation to laws and

behave, the quality of our personality

regulations, while ethics professionals need to ensure that the organisation’s

and the values that set our aspirations

decision-making processes are in line with its ethical values.

and guide us through our life and work.

resulted from unethical conduct rather

In other words, our ethical stance.

than any lack of controls.

All too often, in compliance or any

New studies and the court records

other control function, in following the

have shown that the corporate cultures

rules it is possible to lose sight of the

in these organisations allowed improper

goal. To avoid this, the compliance

conduct to persist for years. Had a

procedure needs to be set on a different

strong ethical culture been in place, it

footing – based not simply on the

would not only have reduced the risk

assurance of conduct and discipline,

of scandals emerging, but could also

but on right behaviour and decent,

have had other positive impacts, even

transparent guidelines. In corporate

marketing opportunities.

terms, this means viewing compliance as
a worthwhile and valuable investment.
Close examination of corporate
scandals such as Volkswagen’s diesel
emissions test rigging, Takata’s

So what distinguishes ethics from
control and compliance? Organisations
need to be clear that compliance and
ethics are two different functions.
An ethical culture is one part of the

exploding air bags and Wells Fargo’s

overall organisational culture and

account fraud to name just three, is

refers to the shared values, attitudes,

useful. Studies show these situations

standards and beliefs that characterise
the members of the organisation and

Wells Fargo created millions of
unauthorised bank accounts without
customers’ knowledge.

22

define its nature. Corporate culture
is rooted in an organisation’s goals,
strategies, structure and approaches to
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staff, customers, shareholders, the wider
community and all other stakeholders.
Compliance, on the other hand, is the
act of following orders, rules or requests
and is accomplished by ticking boxes
and through effective controls. Unlike
ethics, compliance is reactive rather
than proactive.

Essence of ethics
The key ingredients of a strong ethical
culture include:

*

Clear, consistent and repeated
communication from senior

buy-in. Staff will be more willing to

management to staff that integrity

embrace values if they feel personal
ownership of them.

and other values are a strategic

*

A vibrant ethics programme with

to shift to the next phase – replacing

top-level support and staff buy-in.

the compliance function with an ethical

on ethics and communicate their

The ethics programme directly

cultural framework.

vision and ethos throughout the

affects the culture of any

organisation. CEOs in particular

organisation. Think of it as a critical

a child. A child learns right and wrong

must walk the talk: staff will be

business continuity plan that is put

from a young age, and this discipline is

quick to detect hypocrisy if the

in place and practised so that, in

the basis for establishing the values that

CEO’s actions are not aligned with

the unlikely event of an incident,

will form the framework of their culture

their words. Recent studies also

the plan is known and can be

and personality as an adult.

suggest that first-line management

quickly activated. Without a plan,

not only has a part to play but

the potential impact of any incident

because no human is perfect. The

exerts more influence than senior

that might arise is heightened.

aim should not be to change people

management on employees’

Likewise with an ethics programme:

themselves but the choices they make,

ethical behaviour.

the risk of a corporate scandal may

because any human being is capable

Engaging employees in defining

be low, but the damage, especially

of both good and bad actions. In the

the values of the organisation.

from the reputational point of view,

corporate environment, whether people

The more that staff are involved in

can be severe.

act as we want them to depends on the

priority for the organisation.
Senior leaders need to set the tone

*

For years car parts company Takata
dismissed reports of dangerously
faulty airbags as anomalies.

A good analogy is the upbringing of

No organisation will ever be perfect,

values that are in place and the direction

the process of defining a company’s
values, the stronger will be their

The way forward

and incentives we offer them to adhere

The only way to introduce a system of

to those values.

AB

accepted beliefs that control behaviour
based largely on morals is to shift from

Marios Skandalis FCCA is director

a compliance framework to a cultural

of compliance at Bank of Cyprus

framework based on ethics.

and immediate past president of the

So where should you begin? To

Unlike ethics,
compliance
is by nature
reactive rather
than proactive

Institute of Chartered Accountants

implement an ethical corporate culture

of Cyprus (ICPAC). ACCA has a

you first need a robust and effective

longstanding partnership with ICPAC,

compliance function with a number of

involving a joint examination scheme

boxes to tick. This will ensure effective

and a practice monitoring agreement.

adherence to the relevant rules and

The two bodies recently launched a joint

regulations. Once this is in place, an

internship scheme, and a leadership

organisation can start to develop the

programme for newly qualified

mindset to take the conscious decision

members is under development.
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Missing in action?
Accountants find themselves in the crosshairs as the money laundering scandal
surrounding the Estonia branch of Denmark’s biggest bank rumbles on
It’s now just over a decade on from

to prevent such activities – namely

when the last global financial crisis

the Danish financial regulator and the

responsibility lay first with the bank.

hit its most critical stage, and still the

bank’s auditor. The authorities want to

Before the acquisition, it had been

question is being asked: where were

know how the problem was missed (EY

warned by the Russian central bank

the accountants? This time, it’s the

has said it ‘reported as required by the

about what looked like ‘criminal activity

Danish state prosecutor for financial

then-applicable regulation and will fully

in its pure form, including money

fraud who’s asking questions about EY’s

cooperate with the state prosecutor’).

laundering’ at Sampo. The bank’s failure

2014 external audit of Danske Bank –

With hindsight it is certainly hard to see

to subject customers to ‘politically

an institution under fire for enabling

how so many red flags went unnoticed.

exposed persons’ checks or screen

what could become Europe’s largest
recorded money laundering scandal.
Danske Bank is under investigation in

incoming payments against sanctions or

Missed flags?
The Estonian unit of the bank posted an

terror lists is hard to understand.
Accountants have clear anti-money

several countries, including the US and

astonishing 402% return on investment

laundering (AML) responsibilities. Where

UK, for suspicious flows of funds dating

(ROI) in 2013. Compared with Danske

they suspect there may be laundering,

back to 2007, when it acquired Finland’s

Bank’s personal banking business

they must submit a suspicious activity

Sampo Bank and turned Sampo’s

(8.7% ROI) and the group overall (6.9%),

report. They don’t have to worry about

Estonian subsidiary into a hugely

the figure should have set alarm bells

proving their suspicion or finding where

successful Baltic outpost of Danske.

ringing. At the start of Danish legal

any dirty money has gone – that is up

That success did not last long. By

proceedings against Danske late last

to law enforcement. Accountants don’t

2017, a different picture had emerged,

year, the then Danish business minister

even have to be certain that suspicious

with several reports indicating that a

Rasmus Jarlov said: ‘The financial ratios

activity is going on – they can report on

multitude of failings at the Estonian

were off. A lot of money was made in

the basis of an inkling. After the scandal

subsidiary had allowed €200bn of

a tiny Estonian branch, which posted

broke, it emerged that the Estonian

suspicious transactions to flow through

a huge profit margin and quick, large

branch had filed reports of suspicious

the bank via its portfolio of customers

transfers in and out of the branch, which

activity by 653 non-resident customers

who lived outside the Baltic states.

looked off. It’s the sort of thing that I

between 2007 and 2015 without ringing

would assume would catch the interest

alarm bells at Danske or the auditors.

But as the story unfolds, attention
is turning to the institutions designed

of both management and auditors.’
So why didn’t it?
In the case of Danske, some disagree

‘A tiny Estonian
branch posted a
huge profit margin,
with quick, large
transfers in and
out of the branch,
which looked off’

24

Indeed, many would argue that the

‘Ultimately, bank and auditor are both
responsible for identifying and reporting
suspicious activity, and the failure of one

that the auditor may have been at fault.

does not exonerate the other,’ says an

Brian Adrian Wessel of the FSR (a group

ACCA spokesperson. ‘It is crucial that

that represents, among others, the

banks and accountants are aware of and

audit industry in Denmark) points out:

understand their responsibilities and

‘An external audit report isn’t an audit

how to discharge them.’

of whether laundering has taken place,

ACCA’s spokesperson says

but an audit of whether the accounts

accountants are key gatekeepers for

give a truthful account of the facts.’ The

the financial system and have a big role

question is whether the auditors thought

to play in preventing and detecting

that 402% ROI was a truthful reflection of

money laundering (see also ‘Scrutiny’s

activity in the non-resident portfolio. It

risk ratchet’, page 54). ‘Accountants

seems they did.

should be alert to the red flags of money
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laundering and read the signs,’ he says.
‘However, they first need to know what
these signs are and where to find them.
Only the right AML training informed
by the latest intelligence can equip
accountants properly. Historically law
enforcement has failed to share crucial
intelligence with the accountancy sector,
and only now are the first steps being
taken in some places to change that.’

Low rates of compliance
Whether or not the auditors got it
wrong, Danske’s situation indicates a
broader problem with AML compliance,
particularly in banking. A 2017 Thomson
Reuters survey found that only 47% of
UK banks had taken action to implement
all AML regulation, which is itself
becoming more layered and wider in
scope. So what does the future hold?
Banks in particular can see they are
only a handful of failed checks away
from a serious fine or being caught up
and implicated in a terrorist incident.
Compliance is not optional. However,
these businesses are hugely complex,
with thousands of clients, hundreds
of thousands of beneficiaries and
millions of transactions. Research by
Consult Hyperion found that each
AML-necessary know-your-customer
(KYC) check costs between £10 and
£100. Its study also reveals that KYC
checks have a high rate of failure due to
ACCA’s spokesperson agrees. ‘It’s

reliance on manual processing and poor-

accountants take a twin-track approach:

quality third-party data sources.

‘They should take advice on reliable

not about asking accountants to do

emerging technology to screen their

additional work hunting for criminal

help banks and their auditors with

customers and initially identify who

activity when providing services to their

compliance and testing. The growing

could be deemed risky. This keeps time

clients, but about them understanding

adoption of electronic identification

and cost to a minimum. If they have

their responsibilities and recognising

across the EU, as well as more powerful

suspicions, they need a trained in-house

the red flags,‘ he says. ‘Accountants

tools to comb and connect transactions,

team or external advice to help them

must keep their eyes open and report

means that businesses are swiftly gaining

decide who they are willing to onboard

anything that becomes suspicious

the capability to check on prospective

and who needs a closer look.’ He

or does not make sense. However,

and existing customers.

stresses, though, that technology and

without relevant intelligence from law

advice are only so ‘they can flag it – it’s

enforcement, red flags will be missed.’

There is hope that technology may

Charles Blackmore of Audere
International, a private intelligence

not their job to investigate whether there

firm, suggests businesses and their

is in fact criminal activity’.

Felicity Hawksley, journalist
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Everyone’s fight
Fighting corruption in the Americas as elsewhere requires the commitment and
involvement of everybody in society, including accountants, to be effective

C

orruption knows no borders. Take Operation Car

so we are helping companies across the Americas to get

Wash – the ongoing investigation into allegations of

their programmes up to expected levels to be able to catch

bribery and corruption at Brazilian state oil company

corruption if it happens,’ Rotariu says.

Petrobras. Launched in 2014 with an initial focus on money

In terms of governance frameworks and cultural factors,

laundering, the investigation turned its attention to alleged

Rotariu says there is a strong focus on developing the right

bribes for awarding construction contracts. Its tentacles now

‘tone at the middle’ – the next step on from ‘tone at the top’.

encompass numerous countries across the Americas.

He explains: ‘When dealing with larger organisations, it’s

‘A lot of cases like Operation Car Wash have been

important that not only are the CEO and CFO saying the right

expanding,’ says Mihnea Rotariu FCCA, associate director

things, but so are your managers and company accountants –

at advisory firm Forensic Risk Alliance in Washington, DC.

who may be five or 10 levels down from the CEO. It’s important

‘The investigators kept pulling the thread, and it spun into

to keep the message consistent across the organisation so it
doesn’t get diluted.’

other investigations in the US
and Brazil and other countries,

The importance of such ‘soft’

such as Argentina, Mexico and

controls is highlighted by Michelle

Venezuela.’ Such high-profile cases

Morris FCCA, director of enterprise

are triggering a corporate reaction.
‘Organisations are realising they
didn’t have their house in order,

Courses of action
‘Detecting fraud and corruption is
not the hard part; it’s what we do
next,’ says Rakesh Latchana FCCA,
managing partner of Ram & McRae

‘As professionals, we
need the courage to
speak up and take
allegations seriously
– not ignore them
or pretend things
didn’t happen’

in Guyana. ‘This is a small country.
If you speak out against suspected

risk and audit services in Canada’s
regional municipality of Peel. In
tackling corruption, she highlights
the importance of both hard controls
– such as policies and procedures –
and soft controls. ‘Both are effective,
but soft controls are most effective
because they are about behaviours,’
she says. ‘Soft controls are about
modelling behaviour, getting to
know people and building trust and
relationships. We do outreach so

corruption, you are labelled and pushed aside. In a small

staff know the role of audit, particularly as it relates to ethics,

society, if you are sidelined, that would be the end of your

fraud and corruption. Staff will be more inclined to speak to

career. So a lot of people choose to stay quiet.’

you if they know of you and the work you do.’

In a society where certain types of corruption are seen as
the norm, such as paying a bribe to jump the line, tackling it is

The need for courage

particularly challenging. ‘It’s tough to deal with,’ Latchana says.

Tackling corruption requires the ‘core competency’ of courage,

‘We have had many instances where we have found problems.

Morris believes. ‘As professionals, we need the courage to

The best you can do is talk to the company or individual and

speak up ourselves and take seriously allegations that come

ask them to fix it.’

our way – not ignore them or pretend things didn’t happen.’

He believes that reform has to start with the government

One fraud committed at a local organisation, where an

and the governance structures in place. He adds: ‘I always tell

employee colluded with a vendor, was discovered only when

my teams: stick together as a team. One individual could get

an individual became suspicious and reported it. ‘Internal

corrupted; the team will be the check and balance to ensure

controls can be overridden,’ Morris points out. ‘I don’t know

that this doesn’t happen.’

how long this fraud might have continued if someone hadn’t
seen something and said something.’

26
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Demonstration in São Paulo, Brazil, against the Petrobras
corruption scandal, which has broadened out to embroil
dozens of politicians accused of taking kickbacks.
Hard controls are still important, of course. Dale Wright,

appetite and their risk management framework, which needs

senior audit manager with the Treasury Board Secretariat for

to be comprehensive enough to identify various types of

the Canadian province of Ontario, helps manage risk in relation

corruption and what the mitigation strategies will be.’

to the use of public funds paid to organisations to deliver

Shruti Shah, president and CEO of Coalition for Integrity

various programmes. Having worked in the private sector,

(formerly Transparency International USA), a non-profit

Wright was struck by ‘the culture of trust’ in government. He

organisation that combats corruption and promotes integrity

says: ‘While trust is good, people you trust [and put] on a

in the public and private sectors, sees an important role for

pedestal can take advantage. So you need to ensure you have

all types of professional accountant in tackling corruption.

appropriate mechanisms to check and monitor those you trust

However, they cannot succeed alone. ‘If you are really serious

are actually doing the right thing.’

about fighting corruption, it requires the commitment and

Wright encourages accountants to take a strategic

involvement of everybody in society,’ Shah says. ‘It requires

perspective on risk management that encompasses fraud and

commitment from government agencies, the private sector, the

corruption risks. ‘Robust corporate governance can maintain

not-for-profit sector, the media – all citizens.’

AB

focus on organisational strategy and how it aligns with the risk
culture,’ he says. ‘Organisations need to consider their risk

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Fresh horizons
The relaxed vibe of the tropical Caribbean or the wild beauty of
Canada could be the perfect place to advance your career

That mobility is the product of the high demand for

F

of finance. Finance professionals themselves have plenty to

finance skills around the world, the transferability

gain from moving abroad – not least the opportunity to live

of finance qualifications, and the widespread adoption of

and work in attractive destinations such as Canada and the

IFRS Standards. Finance professionals routinely appear on

Caribbean. ‘For many, the main attraction of working overseas

governments’ national desirable skills lists, offering exciting

is the chance to further skills and expertise while travelling

emigration opportunities that will further a career.

and having new experiences,’ says Barnetson. ‘International

inance is known for being a mobile profession.

The skills of accountants are sought after in both high-

It is not just employers who benefit from the global mobility

experience is undoubtedly a key building block for developing

growth and more mature markets, by organisations across

a wide-ranging set of skills. By working in a new culture and

the public and the private sector. According to a ranking of

environment, you broaden your horizons, enabling you to

the world’s most in-demand professions by recruiter Michael

grow as a person and as a professional.’

Page, there is a shortage of accountants in 11 countries,

28

including Australia, Canada, France, Ireland and Korea. Rachel

Caribbean

Barnetson, business director at Hays Globalink, which supports

It’s not hard to see the appeal of the Caribbean as a place to

jobseekers to find work in other markets, says that employers

live and work. The region is famed for its tropical climate, long,

tend to look for technically competent finance professionals

sandy beaches and relaxed vibe. But how does it stack up in

who can fill the critical roles that support and grow their

terms of career opportunities for accountants? The Caribbean

organisation’s operations. Once they have performed well in

islands that are also offshore financial centres – such as the

these roles, finance professionals may then be able to move

Cayman Islands and the British Virgin Islands – attract foreign

into business adviser and analyst positions.

professionals who want to pursue their careers while spending
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Finance professionals who come
from the Caribbean originally can
also transfer their skills into new

‘For many, the main
attraction of working
overseas is the
chance to further
skills and expertise
while travelling
and having new
experiences’

markets if they have the right
qualifications and experience. ‘Many
Caribbean finance professionals
who are ACCA-qualified have been
able to secure high-profile jobs in
the private sector in the US and
Canada,’ Mohammed says.

Canada
Renowned for its natural beauty
and liberal outlook, Canada offers
excellent opportunities for finance

professionals in a wide range of industries – everything from oil
and gas and manufacturing to financial services and the public
sector. ‘The federal public service is the largest employer in
Canada, so this sector has always been a good choice for
finance professionals who immigrate,’ says Jillian Couse, head
of ACCA Canada. ‘Many ACCA-qualified finance professionals
have had success gaining employment in the sector. This is
partly because of the type of jobs and the experience they
hold, and partly because public sector employers want to
attract diverse talent and promote inclusiveness.’
Alistair Houghton, business director of accounting and
Toronto, the biggest city in Canada, where the large
public sector is a magnet for those with financial skills.

finance at Hays Canada, says employers tend to be more
willing to bring in international experience when it is directly
transferable to the local role. As a result, overseas candidates

time away from their temperate home climates, according to

who already have experience of an industry in Canada are best

Shelly-Ann Mohammed, head of ACCA Caribbean. ‘Offshore

placed to seize any opportunities that arise. Meanwhile, Couse

banking and shared service centres tend to provide the

emphasises that incoming finance professionals are most likely

pathway for finance professionals from outside the Caribbean

to thrive if they engage with building their networks in Canada

to gain employment here,’ she says.

– a process that needs to start prior to their arrival. Most

Many accountants who transfer to the Caribbean are
newly qualified or have up to two years’ post-qualification
experience, according to Scott Lowes, managing director of

ACCA members in Canada are immigrants, which creates a
welcoming and supportive environment for newcomers.
Fundamentally, the shortage of finance skills in Canada

Levitate Recruitment. Levitate places UK finance professionals

bodes well for accountants who want to pursue their careers

in the Caribbean – mostly in audit and insolvency roles. ‘Audit

in the country. ‘All sectors are open to international talent,

is an in-demand service that needs to be done every year,’ he

but particularly larger multinational companies because they

explains. ‘The Caribbean islands are small locations, so people

tend to account using IFRS Standards,’ says Jon Mullin, vice

often go there for a two-year contract and then move on.’

president for accounting and finance recruitment for Robert

Lowes explains that the Big Four firms in the Caribbean

Walters in Canada. He adds that Canadian-born accountants

typically take on large numbers of new auditors in the autumn,

have good opportunities to move internationally since their

then train them up ahead of the January busy season. These

qualifications are transferable and their passport is well

auditors may do two busy seasons before returning to their

regarded, while Canadian culture and education and its

home countries or moving on elsewhere. ‘Insolvency is an

citizens’ work ethic are internationally admired.

AB

area that’s also picking up due to a lot of businesses in the
Caribbean encountering financial difficulties,’ he adds.

Sally Percy, journalist
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Floating the boats

Availability of finance will be a key factor in the shipping industry’s ability to cope with
trade growth along the Maritime Silk Road, says Emmanuel Kapizionis FCCA

of China’s Belt and Road initiative, is set to link

T

in all the countries along its extensive path, the initiative will

up more than 20 countries. Starting from China’s

demand greater investment in port infrastructures on three

east-coast ports, it will extend via South-East Asia and the

continents to meet anticipated future trade needs. Although

Indian subcontinent to East Africa, the Arabian Peninsula

global trade has fallen during 2019 and is expected to remain

and Egypt, and finish up in Europe.

depressed in 2020, countries such as Singapore, Pakistan,

he Maritime Silk Road, the sea route component

30

Expected to boost economic growth and build prosperity
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Malaysia and India have made huge strides in developing their
port infrastructures in anticipation of future growth as the new

Regulation squeezes finance

route takes shape. At the western end, Greece with its long

Capital is usually defined as either debt or equity in the

maritime heritage is seen as the gateway to Europe and is

financial statements of a shipping company. Until a decade

one of China’s strategic partners. China’s Premier Li Keqiang

ago, European banks provided most shipping finance,

has described the Greek port of Piraeus as ‘the jewel in the

depending on leverage, in the form of a ship mortgage.

Mediterranean’.

However, the banking landscape changed dramatically after

Given these growth expectations, the next decade will

the financial crisis that started in 2008. According to research

be an important one for all sectors of the shipping industry

from Petrofin and others, the market share of Western banks in

– dry, wet, container and gas. The availability of shipping

shipping finance has declined, falling from more ethan 83% at

finance – from credit institutions pledging substantial funds to

the start of the dacade to 62% in 2016, as a result of increased

governments, ship owners, charterers, shipbuilders, shipyards

regulation such as the Basel IV capital constraints, tougher

and other associated parties – will be critical to support this

measures from the European Central Bank, higher provisions

growth. Chinese banks have already issued offshore bonds

for uncollected loans and loan payments, and changes to

in US dollars and euros to finance various projects associated

banking policy aimed at minimising risk.

with the Maritime Silk Road initiative.

Other players have entered the market to fill the funding
gap. The market share of Far Eastern banks reportedly rose

Regulation a key issue

from 15% to 33% over the same period. New players include

The key question for the next decade is less about where

Chinese and other Asian banks and leasing companies (such

shipping finance will come from (and in what volumes) and

as Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, Mitsubishi UFG

rather more about regulation (see box). Following the 2009

Financial Group and China Development Bank), shadow

financial crisis, increased regulation of European banks – the

banking providers (credit funds offering explosive rates of

established source of shipping

return on high-risk opportunities

finance – led companies to look

as an attractive alternative to low

elsewhere for finance. The question

interest rates), and new banks

now is whether the unregulated parts

such as Pareto Securities and

of Asian banks, the quasi-banking
industry and credit funds that
have taken up the slack will remain
unregulated. If they do become
subject to regulation, then a shift
back towards traditional bank finance
will probably take place, or at least
the traditional relationship between
banks and shipping owners will
return and make shipping loans more

There is a trend for
global cash to find
available parking
space in Asian
countries where the
Maritime Silk Road
seems set to thrive

attractive again.

Nordic countries.

move permanently towards Asian
countries where cash has been
more available for several years
than in European countries. In
other words, there is a trend
for global cash to find available
parking space in Asian countries

However, many other factors may
affect global growth. In particular, geopolitical issues and

Carnegie Investment Bank in the

where the Maritime Silk Road
seems set to thrive in the years to come.

political uncertainty may have a negative effect on global

Shipping companies have to understand not only the

trade, causing it to lose momentum, and may be a signal

leverage of their financial capability but also the cultural

for negative monetary policies all over the banking system.

differences across the 20 countries along the Silk Road.

With this in mind, any kind of investment in shipping should

Finding synergies among the 20 nations will be a huge

aim to secure a long-term contract with first-class charterers,

challenge over the next decade, and it remains to be seen

especially in the wet and gas shipping segments where the

if harmonious cooperation among those countries and their

capital investment is relatively high.

governments can be maintained.

AB

As a bottom line, geopolitical factors seem to play
an important role for the Maritime Silk Road. It will be

Emmanuel Kapizionis FCCA is a senior financial accountant

interesting to see whether shipping finance will gradually

at Nereus Shipping.
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Chains without stain
Adopting an ethical approach to the supply chain requires leadership from the top
and an integrated approach to procurement across the organisation

32
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F

irst, do no harm. It is the motto of doctors around the

child workers and pay fair wages, along with overtime,’

world, and shoppers and investors increasingly expect

she says. ‘Then just down the corridor you have the buying

companies to live by a similar credo. Earlier this year

department, which holds the money and the sway, which insists

members of the US Business Roundtable, an association of

on last-minute changes to items – such as an extra button on a

CEOs of some of the world’s largest companies, agreed that

garment – and seeks to put downward pressure on prices.’

the purpose of a corporation should among other things

It can be all but impossible to satisfy buying departments

formally encompass dealing fairly and ethically with suppliers

without compromising employment rights, Gooch argues.

and protecting the environment by embracing sustainability.

‘Last-minute changes often mean suppliers have little option

Ensuring an ethical supply chain is easier said than done
for sprawling global businesses, which source raw materials

but to press workers into overtime, and price pressures from
buying departments frequently mean this is unpaid overtime.’

and goods from hundreds of factories or farms in dozens of
countries. Ensuring strong labour standards and environmental

Web of communications

controls in a highly decentralised network can be as

A recent study by Traidcraft has found it is common for a single

complicated as running a sophisticated corporate treasury. And

company to have employees in five separate departments

failure can have grave consequences.

(buyers, merchandisers, technical staff, designers, and code-

‘It’s not just the reputational

of-conduct/ethical trade staff)

damage that a company can

communicating separately with the

suffer – though ethical breaches

businesses in its supply chain. This

can repel customers, employees

lack of integration helps explain

and investors,’ says Martin Buttle,

why, despite a growing focus on

a strategist at the UK-based

sustainability from companies and

Ethical Trade Initiative. ‘Supply

investors, unethical trade practices

chains can also be disrupted
if worker abuses lead to
strikes, and ecological
damage can also create
financial liabilities.’
ETI is one of a
growing band of

continue, and may even – according
to some – be getting worse.

‘The pressure on
global supply chains
is creating a race
to the bottom’

‘We see far more forced labour
now compared to 20 years ago,’ says
Rosey Hurst, founder of Impactt, an
ethical corporate consultancy set up
to help companies address social

organisations and

issues – from modern slavery to

consultancies
that help companies translate good
intentions into an ethical supply chain.
It currently works with around 90

empowering women. ‘This is partly
due to the increased pressure on firms to deliver consistent
quarterly increases in profit – without fail.’ She thinks that
the International Labour Organization’s estimate that around

companies, mostly clothing businesses

25 million people are trapped in forced labour may be a

and supermarkets, which sign up to an

conservative figure.

ethical practices framework and are

The perception of a deterioration in labour conditions is

evaluated annually in exchange for a

shared by Rachel Wilshaw, ethical trade manager for disaster

membership fee.

relief charity Oxfam. ‘The pressure on global supply chains

Even when companies have

is creating a race to the bottom,’ she says. To take one

the best of intentions, and staff

example, the recent Oxfam report Ripe for Change showed

dedicated to ethical practices, their

that supermarkets are grabbing a greater share of the return

buying activities can inadvertently

from grocery sales, while the share going to the farmer and

promote abuses, says Fiona Gooch,

worker has fallen by roughly a quarter over the past two

a senior policy adviser at Traidcraft,

decades. ‘Companies are competing vigorously against each

an advocacy group for farmers and

other, and countries are competing to attract them,’ she says.

artisans. ‘We often see that companies

‘Meanwhile, investors are increasingly eager to make sure

have a code-of-conduct team, who

companies improve sustainability. But they are not usually

insist that suppliers refrain from hiring

offering to accept lower returns to make this happen.’
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Certification
So how can businesses avoid these and other abuses?
One approach is certification, with an outside organisation
confirming that suppliers are not harming workers or the
environment. The Fairtrade movement (see box), which
emerged in the late 1980s, certifies farm goods – from bananas
to cotton to chocolate – guaranteeing that producers have not
only received a fair price but also adhered to certain ecological
standards. Other accreditations include the World Fair Trade
Organization, which certifies companies based on 10 principles
including fair payment, good working conditions and respect
for the environment.
While certification has a role to play, companies need to
ensure that ethical trade is embedded in their systems on an
ongoing basis, says Colleen Theron, CEO at sustainability,
business and human rights consultancy Ardea International.

The Fairtrade approach

‘There are several main elements to getting this right. Top

Fairtrade labelling is the grandfather of the ethical trade

management needs to be committed to changing the culture.

movement, ramping up over three decades. The founding

We have seen this at firms that have been in the vanguard of

premise was that consumers would be willing to pay more for

making sure their supply chains are ethically sound – such as

goods when they could be assured that farmers and artisans

Unilever, Marks & Spencer and Tesco.’

had received a fair price. Today it is not just about fair prices,
but also decent working conditions, local sustainability and fair

Mechanics of embedding

trade terms for farmers and workers.

In practical terms, the process starts with companies mapping

To gain Fairtrade certification, producers undergo an on-site

their supply chains to fully understand where all their inputs

audit, conducted by independent global certifier Flocert,

come from. Swedish fashion retail giant H&M recently made

which employs more than 120 auditors on four continents to

its supply map public, publishing a full list of its suppliers from

ensure that not just producers, but whole supply chains are

around 40 countries. Then, says Theron, businesses need to

built on fair practices and sustainability.

engage with suppliers to ensure there are reliable lines of

‘Fairtrade is a commitment to deliver fair prices and a fair

communication and that the expected ethical standards are

share of value, so empowering producers, and to ensure

clear. ‘This needs to be reinforced with training and codes of

environmental sustainability,’ says Fairtrade head of policy Tim

conduct,’ she says. ‘And finally, companies need to be honest

Aldred. He estimates that the Fairtrade premium delivered to

and transparent when things go wrong, rather than trying to

producers over the past 25 years is worth hundreds of millions

sweep problems under the rug.’

of pounds globally – in 2016 alone it amounted to £135m.

Contract duration is also important. Without certainty, it can
be harder for suppliers to offer workers reliable employment.
Oxfam urges companies to go public with strict lines of

Academic studies suggest that the Fairtrade movement
has had a positive effect. For example, a study of Colombian
plantation workers carried out by the Corporation for Rural

accountability and transparency. ‘We call this know and show,’

Business Development found the certification process had

says Wilshaw. ‘Companies need to identify a specific member

helped improve job security and workers’ living standards.

of their board accountable for human rights, for example, and

‘Only 16% of the control plantation workers have indefinite-

for the process by which they identify and deal with abuses.’

term contracts versus almost 100% for Fairtrade plantation

Gooch wants legislation to support this process. ‘Legislation
can ensure there is a level playing field operating across the
market so that one business can’t undercut another in relation

workers,’ the report said; just over half of workers had
improved their housing in the previous three years.
Another study, by the UK-based University of Greenwich’s

to abysmal working conditions,’ she says. ‘Such legislation

Natural Resources Institute, found that gross income

needs to focus on the actions – or omissions – of a company to

from coffee production was greater for Fairtrade producers

ensure that violations of human rights are deterred.’

than for non-Fairtrade producers in three out of four case

AB

study countries examined (Mexico, Peru and Tanzania).
Dijana Suljovic, journalist
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Let’s get ethical
A heightened awareness of the importance of ethics is cranking up executive
leaders’ focus on corporate culture, governance and compliance

Ethics on the front-burner

Ethics compliance refinement effort, by sector

KPMG’s 2019 CCO Survey explores how 220 chief

75%

ethics and compliance officers (CCOs) of large
50%

organisations manage ethics and compliance
risk. Ethics will be the top focus area for their

25%

compliance refinement effort in 2019 (66%), well
ahead of privacy, product safety, time/expense

66%

and third-party vendor management (all 27%).
Manufacturing

Energy

0%
76%

Ethics

Finance

Health/life science

68%

67%

64%

64%

Tech/media/telecoms

57%
Retail

Engaged at the top

Action stations

Among the key corporate trends is the board’s

In terms of corporate management and investigation of

expanding role in governance, ethics and compliance.

compliance and ethical issues, the survey found that:

The report attributes this to heightened public
awareness of ethics-related issues and the ensuing
focus on ethics and conduct.
The board oversees ethics and compliance efforts

4%

52%

Strongly agree they have a centralised
investigation unit, and that structured
coordination with HR and other functions
occurs based on documented protocols.

42%

Strongly agree that their organisation has a
process for assessing the impact of issues
and creating enterprise-wide solutions.

35%

Strongly agree that identified issues are
tracked for mitigation purposes, and
that compliance provides consistent
‘credible challenge’.

Do not
agree

39%
57%

Strongly
agree

Agree

More information
You can find KPMG’s CCO Survey: Insights for the future of
ethics and compliance report at bit.ly/CCO-survey.
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Green tide
The rising demand for companies to disclose
their environmental impact is driving change
in corporate behaviour, and finance teams
are at the leading edge of this evolution

W

e are living through a time of social and

economic and governance issues for countries to achieve by

environmental jeopardy. Every week brings

2030. But as a major report from ACCA, in collaboration with

new headlines of melting glaciers, burning

the CFA Institute, points out, achieving that aim will require

rainforests, social inequality and poverty. But what
responsibility does – and should – business have for
remedying the ills of humankind?
If the ultimate aim is for everyone to have the means to

36

the active involvement of finance and business.
The report, Social and environmental value creation, uses
emerging risk and reporting data analysis from Datamaran,
and draws on roundtable discussions with ACCA members

live well on an ecologically flourishing planet, to say there

and interviews with key stakeholders, to assess the

is much work ahead is quite an understatement. But it may

challenges of social and environmental value creation within

nevertheless be an achievable goal if the way in which modern

companies and the role the financial sector plays in evaluating

economies function can be reset. A framework for the future

risks and opportunities.

has already been set out in the UN’s Sustainable Development

More precise environmental reporting is just one strand of a

Goals, which describe 17 interconnected social, environmental,

growing trend for companies, particularly large multinationals,
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Since 2005, conservation action has helped reverse the
shrinkage of Qinghai Lake, the largest lake in China,
caused by livestock overgrazing and land reclamation.

But while many tools exist to help organisations monitor and
report on social and environmental risks and value creation,
the report argues that finance teams ‘lack the capabilities and
mandate to make the case’ and to put the necessary processes

to consider and discuss their contribution to an expanding

in place. An added challenge is that not all activities fall under

range of societal issues. The pressure from the public,

finance’s remit. One of the consequences of a greater focus

governments and other stakeholders on organisations to

on social responsibility, for example, has been an increase in

play a greater role in meeting environmental and social

the involvement of companies in community engagement

challenges is growing. The report looks in detail at the ways

activities. Typically, this comes under the responsibility of

in which companies manage their social and environmental

marketing or external communications, and is far removed

risks and how they can contribute value to society and to

from strategy, finance and internal audit teams.

the environment, as well as the growing importance of
environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues in finance.

The report explores in detail the growing demand for
more ESG disclosures from investors. It notes that ethical
investing is on the rise – ESG funds have seen ‘tremendous

Shared value

growth’ in recent years, with assets under management rising

The report tracks how market-based capitalism encouraged

by 60% between 2012 and 2019 from US$655bn to just over

a focus on shareholder value, which has over time morphed

US$1 trillion. Given the interest of the millennial generation in

into the concept of ‘shared value’, where societal returns

ethical investing, the trend is likely to continue.

are expected to be given equal weight to financial returns.

The report also points out that investment managers

‘There is a growing understanding that better social and

are feeling the effects of a series of push-pull factors that

environmental performance by companies leads to better-

encourage advances in ethical investment. The factors include

managed business, one that is more engaged with the society

increases in regulation, and enhanced disclosure and reporting

in which it operates,’ says the report.

requirements, as well as the availability of better-quality ESG

This evolution has resulted in a shift in corporate reporting,

data, metrics and analysis, and ‘an emerging and broadly

notably the emergence of sustainability reporting. ‘Questions

supportive body of academic literature on ESG issues in

about whether, to what extent and how business should

investment management’.

take responsibility for environmental and social megatrends manifest themselves in the development of new

Stumbling blocks

criteria and indicators for assessing corporate performance,

That said, there are still a number of obstacles in the way of

which increasingly associate performance with responsible

more widespread adoption of ESG investment approaches.

business conduct and sustainable outcomes,’ declares the

The barriers include a lack of comparability of ESG data and

report. Demand for information about how corporate activity

disclosures across organisations – which probably reflects

jeopardises or contributes to long-term sustainability is rising.

the multitude of corporate reporting practices and standards

Existing requirements are being expanded – for example,

governing non-financial information across the world. Until

to explain how governance and

both ESG data and reporting

remuneration encourage particular

requirements are complete and

behaviour, and new measures of

standardised, a true appraisal of ESG

performance, such as social impact
measurement, are being developed.
The report points out that finance
teams are on the front line of
this evolving battle. Professional
accountants have a uniquely
privileged view, as they are involved
across all elements of the business
model – from proposals to create
value to the creation of value itself,
and capturing and reporting on the
value that is being created.

Professional
accountants have a
uniquely privileged
view, as they are
involved across
all elements of
value creation in
the business

risks and opportunities will remain
beyond our reach.
The report concludes that the
challenges are ‘immense, complex
and urgent’, but that opportunities
can be realised with the use of
existing tools and processes. All that
is needed – and it is no small thing
– is a shift in values and mindsets by
business. The world is watching.

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Switching gears
The finance function can shift the approach to innovation in the public sector from
incremental to radical, collaborating with others to achieve sweeping change

I

f you were to ask someone

The report, which drew on an online

to choose three words that

survey of more than 4,400 ACCA

they associate with the public

members around the world, shows

sector, it is unlikely that ‘innovative’

Shifting from
incremental to
more radical
innovation requires
policymakers and
public sector leaders
to share a vision and
strategic direction

would be one of them. Yet a new
report from ACCA makes clear
that the public sector’s reputation
as an innovation laggard is really
something of a myth.
The report, Innovation in public
finance, acknowledges that
governments across the world face
a dizzying array of challenges, not

that the reality of innovation in the
public sector is far removed from the
perception. An overwhelming 91%
of members working in the public
sector said innovation (whether
relating to people, data and
technology, or processes) had taken
place in their organisation during
the past 12 months – little different
from the 91% figure reported for
members in the private sector.

least technological disruption and an

These results, though, require

alarming fall in public trust. In many

some analysis. The report points out

countries, the public sector is being
asked to meet rising expectations, often on a falling budget. In

that the high prevalence of perceived innovation across the

this context innovation is vital, the report points out, because

public and private sectors can be explained by the dominance

it responds to the core question of how to do more with less.

of incremental innovation, rather than radical or transformative

Experiments in the public sector with various proxies for

innovation. Although when people talk of innovation, they

market-driven efficiencies have had mixed success. Innovation,

generally have radical innovation in mind, it is the combination

it seems, is the best hope for delivering service quality and

of comparatively minor changes that, in reality, accounts for

public value. And finance professionals will play a vital role in

the majority of innovation today.

delivering that innovation.

Radical requirement

Innovation in public sector finance
Are you innovative in your area, team or organisation?

The survey’s respondents agreed that governments need to
shift to more radical forms of innovation as the best response
to the challenges facing the public sector. The finance
function, argues the report, has a critical role to play in this

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

transition for three reasons:

*
*
*

It acts as the business case gatekeeper for innovation.
It is responsible for reporting on the outcome of
innovation in the organisation.

These conclusions are supported by the research. Nearly 90%
of survey respondents said that their organisation’s finance
Yes, in my
area or team

Yes, in the
wider
organisation

No

People innovation
Process innovation
Data and technology innovation

38

It works across a range of organisational functions.

Don’t know

function was involved in the innovations that had taken place
in the past 12 months. This figure rose to 93% among those
undertaking radical innovation in the public sector.
The report argues that the role of finance enables innovation
in government in two distinct ways. The first is its support
for the delivery of process improvements within the sector,
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achieving more value with less. The second way is by helping

The report includes a number of case studies from across

to develop new ways of using public funding and investment

the world that show the variety of approaches being taken by

to promote and encourage enterprise. The key to success in

finance professionals to encourage innovation in the public

both routes, the report adds, is collaboration. The research

sector. The examples include an experiment with universal

found that 45% of public sector radical innovators cited

basic income in Finland, and self-managing community care

collaborative teams and strong team working as essential in

teams in the Netherlands.

supporting innovation in the organisation.
Radical ideas often begin at the periphery, or through

It is clear that there is already a great
deal of work under way. This spirit

engaging a broader group of stakeholders involved in a

of collaboration and connection

programme or service; the power of connections can translate

must continue if the transformational

these ideas into concrete actions. The research showed

change that is required to meet the

that 55% of finance professionals worked jointly with other

challenges that are faced by the public

teams to achieve innovation in the public sector, with the

sector is to be delivered.

AB

figure rising to 62% when the sample was
limited to radical innovators.

Liz Fisher, journalist

Building on foundations
So how can innovation best be
encouraged in the public sector?
The report argues that shifting the
balance towards a more radical approach
to innovation requires organisations to build on
the following three foundations:

*

the development of a culture that provides

*

a supporting network of skills development

*

the provision of tools for

leadership in innovation and fosters radical change
to translate culture into results
innovators to create a dynamic
public sector.

Policymakers and finance
professionals themselves both have a key
role to play in building these foundations,
adds the report. If governments are
to effect a shift from the current
dominance of incremental innovation
to more radical types of innovation,
for example, then policymakers and
public sector leaders need to share
a vision and strategic direction so
that staff have an understanding of
how the organisation can proactively
respond to complex challenges.
And to build an effective collaborative
effort, public finance professionals have
to work with business partners to
connect across the organisation
and help to shape a culture
of innovation.
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Global giants
Technology companies are increasingly
represented among mainland China’s
rising corporate stars – and many have
international aspirations

O

ver 20 industries are represented in the 2018 edition

and optical fibre preforms, claiming as much as 10% of the

of China’s next 100 global giants, with manufacturing

global market.

remaining the dominant activity of participants.

Two furniture businesses take second and third place in the

However, companies in the computer and internet-related

2018 ranking: Suofeiya Home Collection and Jason Furniture

sectors have become much more prominent, claiming 42 of

(Hangzhou), respectively. Apart from one pharmaceutical

the top 100 spots – an increase of 50% from the previous

company, high-tech businesses dominate the rest of the

2016 ranking. Within this group, 24 are computer and

top 10, including one laser technology firm, two computer

telecoms businesses, 10 are software and IT companies, and

companies, one internet enterprise, and two software and IT

eight are internet enterprises.

services companies.

The researchers, from ACCA and the Shenzhen Finance
Institute, believe that one or more companies on the latest

Selection process

ranking of rising stars could grow into a ‘BAT-sized company’

The research team analysed nearly 3,000 private enterprises

– where BAT represents the established giants of technology

(ie not state-owned) listed in mainland China and elsewhere.

company Baidu, e-commerce major Alibaba and internet

ACCA has previously collaborated on two similar projects

services business Tencent.

producing rankings for 2014 and 2016.

In fact, Yangtze Optical Fibre and Cable (YOFC), which tops

40

The current focus on private businesses recognises the

the 100 global giant ranking for 2018, received a final score

strength of China’s private economy, which contributes to

very close to that of Tencent. YOFC produces optical fibres

more than 60% of GDP and represents more than 90% of all
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enterprises in China. Only listed companies were considered,
on the grounds that a stock exchange listing indicates that a
company has prepared effective financing channels to support
further growth. Listed companies also have a natural advantage
in terms of data availability, credibility and comparability.
Most of the companies among China’s next 100 global giants
have chosen to list on either the Shenzhen Stock Exchange (51)
or the Shanghai Stock Exchange (33). However, nine are listed
in the US (three internet-related businesses on Nasdaq and
six other businesses on the New York Stock Exchange). Seven
companies have joined the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.
The researchers considered a range of 11 indicators to
identify future corporate stars – five measuring companies’
historical performance and six predicting their potential future
growth. The companies with better overall rankings typically
had higher scores in relation to five of the indicators: their
corporate scale (determined by sales revenue), growth rate,
cashflow, overseas strategy and media opinion.
Having identified the top 130 companies – those with the
highest average score across all 11 indicators – the largest 30
enterprises were eliminated. Having already become industry
leaders, the aim of the project was to identify the potential
global giants of the future, resulting in the removal of famous

Distribution of future giants by sector
Computers, telecoms, electronic equipment
Software/IT services
Internet and relevant services
Electricity/heat supply,electrical equipment
Chemical materials and products
Car manufacturing
Pharmaceuticals
Specialised equipment
Furniture
Metal
Postal services
Textiles and apparel
Non-metallic mineral products
Airline services
General equipment
Rubber and plastic products
Education
Radio, television, film and video recording
Wood products
Transportation equipment
Health
Professional technical services

24
10
8
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Source: ACCA and Shenzhen Finance Institute

names such as Alibaba and Tencent.
process of their internationalisation. In 2017, over 25,500

What makes a top 100 company?

Chinese enterprises participated in Chinese outward direct

Looking at the most important indicators, the top 100

investments, which increased in value by 33% from 2016.

companies are large or above average-sized enterprises. In

When assessing media opinion, the researchers considered

2018 they had average sales revenue of RMB6.6bn (US$1bn),

both ‘news opinions’ (using machine learning and natural

substantially higher than the average of the companies

language processing to label sentences in news reports as

identified in 2016. The average sales revenue growth of the

positive, negative or neutral) and ‘media coverage’ (based on

companies in the latest list reached 34%, again higher than

the number of news reports on the company during the past

recorded in 2016 – and a notable achievement given the

three years). The top 10 companies in the 2018 ranking had

slowdown in China’s overall economic growth.

an average score of above 90 in the media opinion indicator,

The average cash flow score was the highest among all 11

showing they generally receive favourable news reports.

indicators. As the report notes, a sustainable and stable cash
flow is an important factor for companies to be able to compete

Where in China?

globally, handle economic crises and achieve further growth.

From a geographical perspective, companies in the top 100

Almost half (49) of the top 100 companies scored 90 or

are unevenly distributed across mainland China, with their

more for their overseas strategy. Most of the companies in the

headquarters mainly being located in the first-tier cities

2018 ranking are already leaders in their domestic market and

and coastal provinces. The four regions with the biggest

have begun expanding globally in recent years. For example,

concentration are Guangdong (25), Zhejiang (25), Beijing (13)

seventh-ranked Shenzhen Sunway Communication, a specialist

and Shanghai (seven). Companies also tend to be based in the

in radio frequency technologies, has overseas branches in

major cities of their respective provinces, such as in Shenzhen,

the US, Japan, Korea and Sweden in order to maintain close

Hangzhou and Taizhou. Few come from the central and

communication with its clients’ engineers and stay aware of

western regions, reflecting the underlying disparity of China’s

latest designs. As the report highlights, China’s ‘go global’

economic development across different geographical areas.

AB

strategy and Belt and Road initiative are encouraging Chinese
enterprises to make global investments, accelerating the

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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True wealth
Is GDP the best possible measure of economic health, wealth and value creation?
There are other contenders out there, as Michael Taylor explains

A

The per capita GDP figure is not
always aligned with metrics for
happiness and inclusive wealth.

s the standard measure
of economic progress and
wellbeing, gross domestic

product (GDP) is the focus of
much analysis by economists, fund

Surveys of
happiness generally
portray a more
positive picture
than suggested by
GDP statistics

managers and the media.
GDP has been at the centre of
macroeconomic analysis for at least
the past 70 years. However, the
metric has limitations. In particular,
it is often quite heavily revised
over time as more data becomes
available, and even initial GDP
estimates appear only quite some
time after the period they refer to.

But there are more fundamental criticisms of GDP based on
what it does not measure. GDP is a measurement of the flow
of the market value of goods and services produced over a
period of time, and cannot incorporate any measure of wealth
that is a stock variable (ie a measurement at a point in time of
a quantity that may have accumulated over years). Accordingly,
GDP may grow despite (and even because of) a reduction in
wealth as well as capital – physical or natural.
For example, more logging in the Amazon boosts measured
GDP (through the sale and processing of more logs) but takes
no account of the resulting destruction of rainforest – a decline
in natural capital. Another area where GDP is found wanting
is in measuring happiness – there is only a weak correlation
between GDP per head and survey measures of happiness.

Sustainability
So what are the alternatives to GDP that can deal with such
limitations to traditional measures of economic progress?
The inclusive wealth index (IWI) is an attempt by the United
Nations to gauge progress toward sustainable development. It
accounts for each country’s stock of assets – its manufactured,
human and natural capital – and assesses the changing health
of these assets over a 25-year period.
The most recent IWI report covers the period 1990 to 2014
and indicates that 44 of the 140 countries covered have
experienced a decline in inclusive wealth per capita even
though their GDP-per-capita figures increased.

42
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this period, surveys of happiness generally portray a more

For example, in Peru GDP per head rose by 17% over the
period, while its inclusive wealth per capita fell by almost 3%.

positive picture than suggested by GDP statistics. Many

In Tanzania a 10% rise in GDP per capita accompanied an 11%

studies find that once a certain income has been reached,

fall in inclusive wealth. Countries with declining inclusive wealth

non-pecuniary factors become more important in happiness.

tend to have low to middle incomes and rely on exploiting
natural resources (mining or forestry). These countries are

Six pillars of happiness

depleting their stocks of natural, human and produced capital

Since 2012, the UN has published the World Happiness

at rates that will leave future generations worse off.

Report, ranking countries in terms of measured happiness,

However, the inclusion of all three types of capital generates

based on the responses of people (see chart). Levels of GDP

some surprising results. For example, China performs well on

per capita, healthy life expectancy, generosity, social support,

the IWI measure despite a marked depletion of natural capital

freedom to make life choices and lack of corruption feed into

in recent years, as the growth in its human and physical capital

the overall score and ranking for each country.

(eg infrastructure) has outweighed the loss of natural capital.

There are numerous examples where a country’s measured

Interest in the area of human happiness has risen

happiness ranking differs markedly from its GDP-per-capita

dramatically since the global financial crisis of 2007–09. Over

figure. A prime example is Costa Rica, which ranks 12th in the
UN happiness index but 55th
for GDP per capita. Long

Happiness league

life expectancy and a high

The UN’s 2019 World Happiness Report ranks per capita happiness on the basis of people’s

freedom score boost the

evaluations of the quality of their lives, averaged over the years 2016–18.

country’s happiness ranking
above that of both the US

8

and UK. By contrast, Japan
ranks 24th for GDP per capita

7

but 58th on the happiness
ranking – limited freedom

6

to make life decisions and
lower levels of generosity

5

(eg donating to charity)
are the main drags on the

4

country’s overall score.
GDP is not a perfect

3

measure of economic
wellbeing, but it is the best

2

guide we have to the value
created in an economy over

1

a period. Other measures
can complement GDP but

Explained by: GDP per capita
Explained by: social support
Explained by: healthy life expectancy
Explained by: freedom to make life choices

Explained by: generosity
Explained by: perceptions of corruption
Dystopia (1.88) + residual
95% confidence interval

South Sudan (156)

Afghanistan (154)

Central African Republic (155)

Rwanda (152)

Tanzania (153)

France (24)

Taiwan Region of China (25)

Malta (22)

Mexico (23)

Czech Republic (20)

United Arab Emirates (21)

Belgium (18)

United States (19)

Ireland (16)

Germany (17)

United Kingdom (15)

Israel (13)

Luxembourg (14)

Australia (11)

Costa Rica (12)

Canada (9)

Austria (10)

Sweden (7)

New Zealand (8)

Switzerland (6)

Iceland (4)

Netherlands (5)

Norway (3)

Finland (1)

Denmark (2)

0

never replace it. The IWI is
a useful attempt to capture
long-term effects on the
sustainability of economic
growth. Happiness, though,
remains a subjective measure
driven by non-economic
factors and with uncertain
policy implications.

AB

Michael Taylor is ACCA’s
chief economist.
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Pitch perfect
The art of persuasion takes skill and attention to detail. Dr Rob Yeung looks at how
entrepreneurs win over investors and asks what lessons we could learn
How would you persuade someone
to support an untested idea? Perhaps
you want to propose a project to your

The persuaders
Dr Rob Yeung talks about pitching
ideas at bit.ly/ACCA-RobYeung.

line manager that has never been done
before; or maybe you want to convince

making statements about the size of

customers or other stakeholders that a

the potential market. As an illustration,

promising but unproven solution could

the CEO of a health business claimed

reap benefits.

that the healthcare market in Brazil was

CPD

A recent investigation looking at

year. Most entrepreneurs made at least

provides us with insight into how all of

several claims about the size of their

us might more effectively sell our ideas.

target markets – they also often referred

Researchers led by Ruben van Werven

to the fast growth of those markets in

at Cass Business School noticed that

further attempts to appeal to investors.

most of the entrepreneurs in their study

In order to prove that they had

began their pitches by arguing that ‘our

made at least some progress, most

target customers experience a problem

entrepreneurs then presented

and need a solution’. For example,

quantitative data about actual

the CEO of a food start-up noted that

customers or other interested

many hardworking professionals have

stakeholders. For instance, one CEO

unhealthy eating habits and that 60% of

mentioned having 3,000 potential

people living in urban areas reported

customers on a waiting list. Providing

lacking the time or energy to cook during

numbers is intended to send a clear

the week. In other words, the CEO was

message – that the product is not

claiming that these potential customers

merely an idea existing only in the mind

had a problem that needed solving.

of the entrepreneur but a genuinely

Most entrepreneurs next explained
how ‘our product provides benefits

Making claims
about the size and
rate of growth of a
target market may
be more appropriate
when pitching to
investors than
internal customers

44

expected to reach US$350bn by a certain

business pitches by real entrepreneurs

viable proposition.
Most entrepreneurs also claimed

to our customers’. Typically, this step

that ‘our team is well equipped with

involved describing features of their

skills and experience’. This often

product and how they would specifically

involved describing the team’s past

tackle the identified problem. For

proficiency with the problem or

instance, the chief executive of an

product being pitched. In essence,

e-learning business claimed that

persuading someone to take a chance

weekly digests and book summaries

on you requires that you can prove that

sent out by his company would boost

you genuinely have the insight and

customers’ learning and retention of

capabilities to deliver on your promises.

new information.

Finally, most of the entrepreneurs

A frequent third step involved

ended their presentations by asking

claiming that ‘our venture operates

their audiences for investment. For

in an environment that is conducive

non-entrepreneurs, this stage would be

to success’. This frequently involved

about making very clear the immediate
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actions and next steps you expect from

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

your audience in order to turn your idea

Q

or proposal into reality.
Still further techniques have been
identified elsewhere. For instance,

exciting. He has offered me a job and

University of Illinois at Chicago

I would be one of the first five people

and Michael Ehrlich at the New

in the start-up. The salary is considerably lower than

Jersey Institute of Technology

I get at the moment. There are also risks but the

found that moderate amounts
aware of the weaknesses of rivals –
helped firms to raise more funding. For

starting a business doing

something that could be really

Annaleena Parhankangas of the

of ‘blasting’ – making audiences

An ex-colleague of mine is

potential payoff could be massive. How can I figure out

A

what to do?
For a possibly life-changing decision such as this, I recommend
imagining various scenarios that range from positive to negative

example, entrepreneurs might point to

and then working out the likely financial, social and emotional costs and benefits of

the inexperience or liquidity problems

each. Of course, there is a positive scenario in which the business is well-funded and

of competitors. The researchers found

your responsibilities and salary grow. However, now imagine a scenario in which the

that a degree of blasting helped

business fails within, say, the next two years. Do you have the savings to cover this

entrepreneurs to communicate their

possibility? How would this affect your physical and emotional health as well as those

own distinctive merits and raise more

of your family?

investment; however, blasting beyond

Consider also some middling scenario. Suppose the business does moderately
well for a few years but then struggles on for a few more before you decide that you

entrepreneurs less likeable and reduced

need to quit. Again, how might this scenario affect your financial position and the

their chances of securing funding.

lives of you and your family?

These techniques were identified in

However, do ponder the benefits of taking the job. Even if the business does not

entrepreneurial settings and not every

succeed, what is the value of the skills and experience that you would gain? Consider

one may apply in other situations. For

also that most people in later life tend to regret things they did not do rather than

example, making claims about the size

things they did.

and rate of growth of a target market

There is no simple answer for major career decisions. However, you can help

may be more appropriate when pitching

yourself by doing some financial projections and discussing likely impacts with

to investors than internal customers.

stakeholders, ie your family.

There are also many other rhetorical
devices and methods of persuasion.

Tips for the top

However, the wider point is that many of

Studies show that being able to detach from work at the end of each working day

these methods should serve as prompts

reduces stress in the evenings. For example, merely spending a few minutes writing a

for issues that may need discussion when

list of uncompleted tasks before leaving the office has been found to be effective for

trying to win over audiences.

reducing the extent to which work intrudes into people’s time at home.

AB

CPD

an optimum point actually made

A new investigation led by Sabine Sonnentag at the University of Mannheim
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

suggests that deciding to reattach to work each morning may

psychologist at leadership consulting

also be beneficial. This involves preparing mentally for the

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.

day – for example, by reflecting in the shower on your

More information

to-do list or mentally simulating a conversation you
intend to have with colleagues or clients while on your

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung.

commute. The data showed that employees who

If you have a question for the
talent clinic, email abeditor@
accaglobal.com.

engaged in reattachment activities reported feeling

Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

reflection before each workday may help most of us to

more positive and in control while at work. That
suggests that some degree of mental preparation or
be more focused and productive.
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Sticking to the right path
Even the most upright leaders can lose their bearing on their moral compass.
Alison Young discusses the warning signs and some possible interventions
at the first wobble and as the pace of

Does any leader start their career with
the intention of being corrupt?

Leaders can
help their
approachability
quotient by talking
about malpractice
and giving
examples of when
they spoke up

We certainly don’t like to think so, and
evidence suggests that the first step
towards large-scale deception is not a
big leap off the moral path, but more
of a wobble and accidental slip: the
slightly nuanced numbers, the ‘small’
favour for a client, the gaze turned
away from inappropriate behaviour.
It’s what happens next that determines
the leader’s moral trajectory. How can

CPD

pulled in the wrong direction?
Counterintuitively, one solution is to
increase the number of ‘pulls’ on the
individual leader by introducing a wider
range of views and voices from within
and outside the organisation. Having
more rather than fewer points of view
gives the leader greater perspective

Like the rotten apple in the barrel,

tempting misdemeanours.

how can the leader’s misdemeanours
go on to pollute their team? At first,

Multiple perspectives

human beings are wired to overcome

team members may play along as

Like a set of Russian dolls, each

dissonance between action and beliefs,

they mull over their personal reactions

contained within the next, the leader

and in order to explain any discomfort

to what’s going on and assess the

and their team sit within the wider

that the leader feels with that first small

psychological safety of speaking up. If

organisation, which in turn sits within

transgression, they justify it as necessary

no one does, the team may begin to

the broader governance structure,

for the good of the team, to keep their

become numb to what they are seeing,

job or some other higher purpose. As

and then begin not to notice at all. The

they continue to post-rationalise the

rot has truly set in.

In that first misstep lurks danger:

wrong deed, fissures appear in their

46

or discourage the leader from being

risk of starting or explaining away any

on track, resisting the psychological,
different agendas?

systems, processes or behaviours stop

on their challenges and minimises the

leaders find their way back and then stay
practical and financial pulls towards

the journey quickens? What kind of

and within that, wider

So what can stop any

moral framework, clouding the way back

deviation from the

onto the right path.

moral path, both
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society. The more perspectives leaders

but the inclusive nature of the team or

prevailing narrative, but instead speak

can bring in from those different layers

organisational culture, and the quality

up, challenge and be truly heard?

of their world, the more they build the

of dialogue and decision-making. Truly

Unsurprisingly, being approachable

collective agenda, and not just their

debating and considering a rich source

as a leader is more likely to encourage

personal version of it.

of different viewpoints leads to more

others to challenge, but the rub is that

robust decisions.

almost no senior executive believes

Points of attention

Forums for diverse thinking can be

they are scary to talk to – which is often

A useful rule of thumb is to have a

created right across the organisation of

at odds with what others think. Leaders

minimum of three points of attention –

course, including cross-functional teams

can help their approachability quotient

one from each layer – at any one time;

that break down silos and challenge

by talking openly about malpractice

and there are a variety of ways to build

any creeping group-think that might

and by giving their own

that into day-to-day business.

be a threat to ethical behaviour. Any

examples of when they

system that has broad membership

spoke up.

Bringing these stakeholder voices
into meetings and decisions through

– including the organisation

reports, customer surveys and site visits

itself – is essentially self-

is useful. But nothing beats having

balancing. Through this

Superiority illusion
More often than not, leaders

those voices physically present in the

suffer from ‘superiority illusion’:

room. Employee representation on

the more senior the leader, the
higher their opinion of their listening
skills and the easier they think it is for
everyone else to speak up. Challenging
people who appear to benefit from
their advantage) is not easy to do. So
informal channels of communication

CPD

the status quo (who are often blind to

outside formal meetings are particularly
helpful for individuals from minority
groups, who are more likely to fear the
negative consequences of speaking out.
A leader’s moral compass therefore
needs to have many points on the dial,
so that a variety of views can inform
quality decision-making. But at the
end of the day, the most powerful
force to keep the leader on their moral
path is right under their nose: the
relationship they have with their boss is
fundamental in shaping the rules of the
game, including the ability to speak up
and indeed ‘listen up’ to others more
boards may be the gold standard for

process of course-correction, leaders and

channelling the employee voice, a

their teams are able to stay true to their

practice most enshrined in Europe

individual and organisational values.

and, in particular, in Germany. But the

widely in the organisation.

AB

Alison Young is a director of

How do cross-functional teams or

Leaders in Change.

jury is still out on whether employee

diverse boards and management teams

representation per se puts any brake

create the dialogue to make use of

on malpractice. As with most issues

multiple views? What needs to happen

of diversity, it is not the numbers

so that individual team members don’t

themselves that make the difference,

get tempted to play along with the

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Happy ever after
The US standard-setter is considering changes to segment reporting that may be
reproduced in international standards to maintain convergence. Adam Deller explains
IFRS Standards and US GAAP still

more segments and more disclosures

have plenty of differences, but the

about those segments.
The problems have largely arisen

International Accounting Standards

tests. They are reportable if they make

Board (IASB) and the US Financial

in three main areas of the standard:

up more than 10% of the entity’s total

Accounting Standards Board (FASB)

segment identification, aggregation

revenue, profit or loss, or assets; in

continue to work towards greater

of operating segments into reportable

addition, smaller segments may need to

convergence of accounting principles

segments, and segment disclosure

be reported so that at least 75% of total

and treatments. This is of particular

requirements. Of these three, the

corporate revenue is reported.

relevance to this author, who has just

FASB decided not to address segment

One alternative being considered by

married an American, although there

identification because doing so would

the FASB is to switch the requirements

was (slightly) less talk of accounting

involve a fundamental change to the

and move the size tests to earlier in the

standards during the ceremony.

accounting standard. The current focus

process so that any individual segment

is therefore to look at the other two

exceeding the 10% limit is reportable

discussion between the boards relates

elements and examine what proposed

and cannot be aggregated with others,

to how a company reports on its

changes could be made.

regardless of whether they meet the

One of the current major topics for

CPD

The combined segments are then
reportable if they meet any of the size

operating segments. IFRS 8, Operating

criteria or not.

Segments, and Topic 280, Segment

Segment aggregation

Reporting, are currently substantially

Segments may be combined if they

ensure that a public entity discloses

converged. The FASB is considering

meet all the aggregation criteria. This

its largest operating segments as

some changes to the standard in the US,

means they must have similar economic

management views them, with

which could mean changes to IFRS 8.

characteristics and be similar in terms of:

aggregation permitted only for the

*
*
*
*

smaller segments.

The main principles of segment
reporting are that particular entities
(mainly large, listed entities) are
required to disclose information about
their operating segments, products and

the nature of the products/services
the nature of production processes

The aim of this change would be to

A second alternative is also being

the type or class of customer

considered: removing the aggregation

the methods used to distribute the

criteria altogether. Under this method,

products/services.

an entity would report all its operating

services, their geographical areas of
operation and their major customers.
This information is regarded as highly
useful and relevant to users, providing
them with key data for decision-making
purposes. The other side of the coin is
that entities have to disclose details on
information they may not want others,
such as competitors, to see. It is this
balance that really holds the tension
within segment reporting.
Over the years, the FASB has received
feedback that investors are unhappy
with the level of segment detail

US investors are
unhappy with the
level of segment
detail provided by
public companies

provided by public companies and
believe that generally there should be

48
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segments unless they exceed the

into the ‘all other’ category. Users,

that received for the first alternative.

practical limit (around 10 segments).

though, do not quite see things the

The main concerns are that the 75%

same way, and would prefer further

test would be removed, meaning that

feedback is that while the number of

disaggregation of items currently in the

entities may report less than 75% of

reportable segments would increase, it

‘all other’ category.

their external revenue. Another concern

Under the first alternative, preparer

wouldn’t necessarily improve the quality

about completely removing the size and

The area of competitive harm is also
under discussion. Many preparers are

aggregation limits is that it could result

it might impair the natural groupings of

concerned that further disaggregation

in extremely small segments being

certain items and result in an ‘all other’

could result in competitive harm to an

reported, resulting in the reporting of

category that would be difficult for users

entity, although they acknowledge that

immaterial information.

to understand.

competitors would be similarly affected.
Again there is a split between users and

Disclosure

company that currently aggregates

preparers, with most users believing

Currently, a large number of items have

haircare, skincare and personal care

that competitive harm is overstated

to be disclosed by reportable segment,

businesses into a reportable segment of

by entities as a reason not to improve

looking at income and expense items,

‘beauty’ could be forced to separately

segmental disclosures.

in addition to information on segment

For example, a consumer goods

disclose haircare as a reportable
segment while moving the other two

A lot of the user feedback on the
second alternative was very similar to

assets. In its proposals, the FASB refers
to this as ‘the List’.
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The FASB is looking at a number of

as depreciation. The proposal is

proposals in relation to the disclosures

that an entity could be required

required, as follows:

to describe both the amount and

*

Develop a disclose-or-explain

the lines on the income statement,

list. Currently, items in the List

showing the total depreciation

are disclosed only if the item is

and what line it is included on the

allocated segmentally and the

financial statements.

*

chief operating decision-maker
(CODM) is regularly provided

provide clearer information as

the CODM must be looking at

to what elements have been

detailed segment information that

aggregated into reportable

is not being reported. One of the

segments. Separate information

proposed changes to the standard

would not be required for each,

is to develop a disclose-or-explain

but this would provide users with

The proposals
on the segment
reporting table
could significantly
affect the amount
of information
disclosed

new items to the List but would
provide an explanation for why an
item on the List is not disclosed.
Add pieces of information. Analysts
say that while items on the List are
helpful currently, there are other

CPD

items that would be useful too. The
FASB will conduct research on the

*

Disclose management judgments in
applying the aggregation criteria.
The IASB issued this in 2013, and
it is a current area of difference
between IFRS Standards and US
GAAP. The FASB is examining
whether a similar disclosure should

Segment reporting may not change

expense, cashflow information and
information relating to inventory to

monthly or quarterly meetings, but

any of the numbers that are produced

the disclosure list.

there may be other information that

within a set of financial statements, but

Develop principles-based

the CODM accesses or is able to

the proposals on the table could have

disclosures. The List is arguably less

access. The FASB will seek to clarify

a significant impact on the amount of

flexible in capturing the specific,

this term.

information disclosed. It is likely that

Separate corporate amounts from

the IASB will examine the FASB’s work

unallocated amounts. The FASB

with a keen eye, as it is in the interest of

based approach may be a purer

is considering whether it would

all parties for the standards to remain

form of the management approach.

be helpful to clarify corporate

as converged as possible. Ultimately,

The items being looked at are

amounts and unallocated amounts.

a long and happy marriage is likely

whether to disclose significant

Corporate amounts could be shared

to exist within segmental reporting,

segment expense categories,

entity assets such as corporate

especially with the IASB’s current

significant segment asset

headquarters or shared service

focus on better communication within

categories and significant segment

items, whereas unallocated amounts

financial reporting.

liability categories.

could be costs that are not specific

Clarify the meaning of regularly

to a segment but not related to the

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

provided segment information.

corporate headquarters either.

specialist and lecturer.

meaningful segment information
for an entity. Applying a principles-

Some preparers of reports are
uncertain what the IFRS 8 standard

50

reportable segment consists of.

converge the standards.

revenue, research and development

*

the information as to what each

be included in US GAAP to further

potential benefits of adding cost of

*

reportable segments. This would

with these items. But users feel

requirement. This would not add

*

Explore the composition of

*

*

Explain how consolidated amounts
relate to financial statement lines.

means when it refers to information

Currently consolidated amounts

being regularly provided to the

may be disclosed in the statements

CODM. This could be in the form of

but not shown as a line item, such

AB
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Technical update
A monthly update of the latest developments in financial reporting, taxation
and legislation from international regulators and elsewhere
International
Ethics code changes
The International Ethics Standards
Board for Accountants (IESBA) has
proposed changes to the International
Code of Ethics to explain the role
and mindset expected of professional
accountants. The exposure draft stresses
the responsibility of accountants to act
in the public interest and strengthens
the fundamental principles of integrity,
objectivity and professional behaviour;
requires them to have an inquiring
mind when applying the conceptual
framework; and highlights the

UAE expands excise tax list

importance of being aware of bias and

The UAE has expanded its list of excise taxable products to include electronic

having the right organisational culture.

smoking devices and drinks containing sugar or sweeteners, to promote healthier
lifestyles. The tax will be levied at a rate of 50% on drinks and 100% on electronic

Improving disclosures

smoking devices. It will be imposed from 1 January 2020.

The International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) has proposed
narrow-scope amendments to IAS 1,

for categories of financial instruments

process that makes it easier to do

Presentation of Financial Statements

unique to the public sector, such as

business with government’.

and IFRS Practice Statement 2, Making

monetary gold, currency in circulation,

Materiality Judgements, to improve

International Monetary Fund quota

Delay to insurance standard

disclosures. The description of the

subscriptions and special drawing rights.

The US Financial Accounting Standards

threshold for disclosing information is
changed from ‘significant’ to ‘material’

Board has proposed an accounting

National

standards update to allow insurers

accounting policies.

issuing long-duration contracts, such as

Register online

life insurance and annuities, extra time to

changes to IAS 12, the income tax

Nigeria’s Financial Reporting Council has

apply update 2018-12, which amended

standard, clarifying how companies

launched an online registration portal

their financial reporting requirements.

account for deferred tax on leases and

which enables professional accountants

The FASB has also issued a proposed

decommissioning obligations.

and others involved in financial reporting

accounting standards update to simplify

The board has also proposed

to complete their registration with

guidance for financial instruments with

Financial instruments

the regulator within 48 hours. The

characteristics of liabilities and equity,

The International Public Sector

FRC’s executive secretary/CEO, Daniel

including convertible instruments; it also

Accounting Standards Board has

Asapokhai, said the new portal was

reduces the frequency with which their

released an exposure draft on public

‘a continuation of the council’s efforts

financial statements must be restated.

sector financial instruments. The draft

to achieve its mandates through a

offers guidance on how to account

friendlier, responsive and cost-saving

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Feel the burn
The potential impact of the new leasing standard has long been a concern, and the
numbers now emerging reveal the extent of the damage, says Stephen Bowen FCCA
For those who may have missed the

(with consequent depreciation and

event of the year, it has now been

interest charges).
Exceptional circumstances include:

10 months since IFRS 16, Leases,

*

came into effect. IFRS 16 represents
a fundamental change in the look of

where an asset is of low value
(typically office furniture and IT
equipment, but not vehicles)

companies’ lease-related accounts
(especially on the statement of
financial position).
A recent study of FTSE 100 companies
found that 97 will have to adopt IFRS 16

*

where the contract length is 12

*

the lessor has the substantive right

months or less
of substitution of an asset (in which

as lessees (the standard has minimal

case a lease may not exist at all).

The increase
in liabilities for
the 84 FTSE
100 companies
publishing figures
is £109bn, against
assets of £86bn

impact on the three that are lessors

What does remain, however, are the

only). Of these, 84 have either already

notions of right of control and risks and

adopted IFRS 16 or have indicated the

rewards of ownership. For companies

likely impact in their accounts.

not used to recording most leases in the

lease (taking into account likelihood of

statement of financial position, this has

extensions), and the implicit interest rate

been a Herculean challenge.

in the lease in the first instance, if readily

As a quick recap, IFRS 16 represents
a seismic change in the way IFRS
reporting companies account for

The amount of data required for

available (otherwise the incremental

leases. Unless there are specific

compliance is overwhelming and is one

borrowing rate). As well as providing

exceptional circumstances, virtually all

of the major implementation challenges.

the necessary calculations, this data will

leases will have to be capitalised with

For example, for each lease (or

inform the choice of transition method.

the creation of an asset, albeit one

classification of leases), an organisation

that cannot be sold, and a consequent

has to obtain the fair value of the right-

Initial measurement

increase in an organisation’s liability

of-use asset, the contractual term of the

IFRS 16 permits a choice (with certain
conditions) on how to transition: fully

Example impacts on non-FTSE companies

52

retrospectively or in a modified form
(the ‘cumulative catch-up method’).
Under a fully retrospective transition,

Company (location of listing)

Impact on liabilities (approx)

LVMH (France)

€12bn (US$13bn)

if it has always been in place for the

Airbus (France)

€2bn (US$2.2bn)

organisation’s leases. So for each lease

Jardine Matheson (Singapore)

US$5bn

Tencent (Hong Kong)

RMB10bn (US$1.4bn)

Alibaba (China)

RMB19bn under US GAAP (US$2.6bn)

information to apply IFRS 16 to generate

Commonwealth Bank of Australia

A$3bn under AAS (US$2bn)

a right-of-use asset and a lease. It also

Tata Consultancy Services (India)

INR6,555 crore under Ind AS (US$910m)

Emirates Airline (UAE)

AED58bn–62bn (US$15.8bn–16.9bn)

Amazon (US)

US$21bn

Walmart (US)

US$18bn

the preparer implements IFRS 16 as

not already capitalised, the entity has
to return to the point it entered into
the lease and gather all the necessary

has to run two sets of accounts for the
final year under IAS 17 to be able to
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Example impacts on FTSE 100 companies
Sector

Sector increases in
lease liabilities (L),
right-of-use assets (A)

Example company/
financial year

Company increases
in lease liabilities (L),
right-of-use assets (A)

Implementation method

Retail

£24bn/£18bn

Tesco (2019)

£10.5bn/£7.7bn

Fully retrospective

Oil and gas

£20bn/£19bn

Royal Dutch Shell (2018)

US$16bn/US$15.6bn

Modified retrospective

Telecoms

L and A: £16bn

Vodafone (2019)

L and A: €9.5bn–10.5bn

Modified retrospective

Banking

L and A: £11bn

HSBC (2018)

L and A: US$5bn

Modified retrospective

Travel and leisure

£6bn/£5bn

IAG (2018)

€5.2bn/€4.5bn

Modified retrospective

supply the comparative year for the first

grandfathering option not to have to re-

year of transition. This last point is the

assess contracts already deemed not to

The total increase to the liabilities for

main advantage of this approach – the

be leases according to the requirements

those 84 companies has been calculated

transparency of the accounts

of IFRIC 4, Determining Whether an

at around £109bn (a 72% conversion

Arrangement Contains a Lease.

rate from the last reported operating

Under the modified adoption
method, an entity applies IFRS 16 only

a detailed account of IFRS 16’s effects.

lease positions), with corresponding

Of the 97 FTSE 100 companies that

to the opening statement of financial

are lessees, only 14 applied the fully

position for the transition year. There

retrospective method; 75 applied the

is no requirement to revert to the start

modified method (with 17 choosing the

that were widely expected to be at the

of each lease. Instead, a retrospective

hybrid version). The 75 cover industries

sharp end – see the table above for the

approach is applied to the opening

such as banking, mining and support

impact on the companies’ assets and

positions, with any difference between

services. Among the 14 that applied

liabilities. See the panel opposite for

the right-of-use assets and lease liability

fully retrospectively, six are in the retail

the effects on some example companies

being applied to the opening balance

sector – only one general retailer

that are listed outside the UK.

of retained earnings. No comparative

adopted the modified method.

assets amounting to around £86bn.
Particularly affected are industries

The effects of IFRS 16 and its local

information has to be restated, although

equivalents are likely to cause quite

the use of the incremental borrowing

Materiality and position

an impact on the financial statements

rate is required.

While the vast majority of the FTSE

of relevant reporting organisations.

organisations stated there would be

Interim accounts have already begun

liability is measured at the present

little initial material impact on the

to update investors in earnest. The

value of remaining lease payments

statement of comprehensive income or

effects will ripple far and wide across the

(discounted using the lessee’s

on net assets, just over 60% stated there

world at a time of increased economic

incremental borrowing rate at the

would be a material impact on the value

uncertainty and where financial markets

date of initial application), whereas the

of assets and liabilities.

are undecided where they head next.

With the modified approach, the

right-of-use asset can be measured on a

All UK government departments with

Of the 97 FTSE 100 companies that

lease-by-lease basis:

IFRS 16 applies to, 84 announced

relevant leases will be implementing

*

at an amount as if the standard had

numbers: 34 gave actual numbers (six of

the changes next year. For UK SMEs,

been applied fully retrospectively

them were early adopters), five provided

changes to FRS 102 are widely expected

(but using the incremental

precise estimated numbers, and 45

to be included in the next triennial

borrowing rate) – effectively a hybrid

published estimates of likely outcomes

review (due 2022), so they might find

version of each transition method

(eight of them offering an expected

the outcomes of the 2019 experiences a

at an amount equal to the lease

range of assets and liabilities).

useful guide in due course.

*

liability adjusted for any applicable
accruals or prepayments.

Whatever the choice, there is a

AB

For those that have published
information on IFRS 16, the disclosure

Stephen Bowen is a financial

notes are very comprehensive and give

professional specialising in IFRS 16.
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Scrutiny’s risk ratchet
New guidelines from the intergovernmental Financial Action Task Force aim to help
accountants identify and assess money laundering risk in their work with clients
Businesses and their advisers,

companies and movements of large

including accountants, are under

sums of cash. It points out the sort of

increasing pressure to report money

clients who deserve more attention than

laundering as the problem continues

others, such as politically influential

to grow. According to the United

individuals who may be more likely to

Nations, between 2% and 5%

be bribed or involved in corruption than

(US$800bn–US$2trillion) of global

ordinary private sector clients.

GDP is laundered. In response,

It warns that criminals may pose as

international organisations and national

law-abiding clients seeking financial or

governments have created rules and

tax advice on moving assets between

guidance to fight the problem.

jurisdictions to avoid tax liabilities.

Among them is the Financial Action

Accountants assisting with property

Task Force (FATF), a global body to

purchases or sales need to be aware that

combat money laundering and terrorism

these may have been paid for partly or

financing. Its 40 recommendations

wholly with illegal funds that have been

on money laundering and nine on

laundered into legitimate accounts.

terrorism financing are recognised as

Criminals may also use accountants to

the global standard, and cover the

directly handle transactions on their

actions that financial services and other

behalf, such as making cash deposits

professionals are expected to take,

and withdrawals on accounts, engaging

including screening clients and their

in retail foreign exchange operations,

transactions, and reporting concerns

issuing and cashing cheques, buying

about those that are potentially tainted.

and selling shares, and receiving

With the problem becoming more

international funds transfers.

pervasive, earlier this year FATF
published new, comprehensive

The risk-based approach

guidance for professional accountants

The risk of exploitation rises where

and regulators on the use of risk-based

accountants act as gatekeepers (eg

assessments to ensure suspect clients

setting up companies), given that

come under special scrutiny.

obtaining accurate beneficial ownership

While accepting that no practice will

clients handling a lot of cash). Similar

with crime, the guidance lays out

challenges in determining current

general principles, including the need

and likely future income sources can

to apply good know-your-customer

apply when onboarding clients whose

practice, looking for red flags, and

businesses initially seem to have little

taking note of the prevalence of crime

economic activity, such as startups.

and terrorism locally when deciding how
much scrutiny is warranted.
The guidance highlights obvious

54

information may also be difficult (eg for

have the same experience of dealing

Similarly, for practices dealing with
politicians and government officials –
‘politically exposed persons’ (PEPs), in

warning signs that clients may be

the jargon – the guidance has practical

criminals – such as their use of shell

advice on assessing whether more
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checks are needed. For instance, where

Wesley Walsh, ACCA’s AML

a PEP appears to have substantial

supervisory team manager, hopes

funds but only a modest official salary

governments will use FATF’s advice to

and no declared business interests or

draft more detailed and descriptive

inheritance, there is a risk they may have

versions for local use, taking into

been involved in bribery or corruption.

account national laws and professional

FATF says a risk-based approach

standards to help small and medium-

means that accountants’ due diligence

sized practices (SMPs). ‘Undertaking

should scale up to match a PEP’s risk

anti-money laundering screening is

profile – for instance, taking extra steps

not simple,’ he says. ‘SMPs have fewer

when a PEP’s business interests could

resources and have to act not only as

be affected because of their access to

accountants but also as policemen, so

official funds or their power to award

any additional support at local level will

public procurement contracts. The

be beneficial.’

amount of criminality in a PEP’s home

Ultimately, Walsh thinks AML work

Special scrutiny
FATF’s risk-based guidance for

country, the activity a PEP wants an

needs to be made part of accounting

accountants comprises 70 pages of

accountant to perform, and whether the

courses and certification, because it is

detailed, strategic and practical advice

a legal responsibility for accountants.

to help practices tailor their checks on

‘Otherwise the risk of non-compliance

clients more closely to the likelihood

will be huge,’ he points out. ‘There are

they could be associated with money

serious consequences if you don’t get

laundering and terrorist financing. The

it right. Accountants may face jail terms

goal is avoiding a burdensome and

or pay large fines.’ This FATF guidance

potentially ineffective tick-box approach

will be a useful tool to help accountants

to assessing their clients’ potential

avoid getting it wrong, Walsh says.

exposure to money laundering and

Accountants’
due diligence
should scale to
match a client’s
risk profile

Kumar says governments should take
the guidance seriously. While they will

terrorist financing.
The guidance suggests how practices

not be overtly criticised in FATF reports

should structure and manage these risk

for failing to follow the new accounting

assessments. If additional checks are

risk assessment advice to the letter in

focused on clients that may be handling

the anti-money laundering and terrorism

‘dirty money’ or helping to finance

financing campaign, they can expect

terrorism, while allowing lighter-touch

PEP works in national or international

criticism if they don’t offer finance

due diligence for clients that are likely

governance, are all circumstances that

professionals advice on the issue.

to be scrupulously honest, then the

should influence the level of caution.
A clear risk policy that guides

If as a result of this guidance,

guidance will have worked. You can find

governments insist that accounting

the document at bit.ly/FATF-guidance.

practices on when they need to make

practices demonstrate how they have

extra checks and when they can be

developed their risk-based approach

more perfunctory in assessing a client

to money laundering and terrorism

and related transactions can drive

financing, FATF says accounting

resources and energy towards those

regulators should be satisfied when

areas that need additional care, and

practices make ‘reasonable judgments’

avoid wasting time on safer business.

about framing these policies. Indeed,

FATF policy analyst Ashish Kumar

FATF says regulators will have to accept

says the project team wanted the FATF

that not all accountants will adopt

advice to be helpful, practical and

identical controls to combat money

aspirational. ‘We are trying to provide

laundering and terrorism financing.

AB

more narrative, so that understanding
becomes more nuanced,’ he explains.

Keith Nuthall, journalist
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Tireless campaigner
In championing professional integrity, diversity and the ACCA Qualification,
KPMG US director Carol-Ann Boothe FCCA is always pushing for what’s right
Growing up in Jamaica, Carol-

equally appealing. ‘I’ve been interested

in Jamaica at the time,’ she says, ‘and

in numbers since I was at school,

with KPMG’s risk management

as far as I was concerned, that was it – if

but accountancy really appealed to

independence group in Washington

you were an ACCA member, you were

me as soon as I was exposed to it at

DC, had a clear ambition – to be as

the world. I really looked up to the

university,’ she says. Her decision to

distinguished as the ACCA-qualified

people I saw who were members.’

follow accountancy as a career, and to

Fortunately, the work itself was

qualify with ACCA, has paid dividends,

accountants she saw around her.
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‘ACCA was already well established

Ann Boothe FCCA, now director
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taking her to Europe and the US. After

the stringent requirements of the US

a waste of valuable resources. She has

completing a degree in accounting at

regulator, the Securities and Exchange

been, for example, a strong champion

Jamaica’s University of Technology, she

Commission (SEC), on independence

for women in the profession on both

joined KPMG. Her success in early ACCA

and other audit firm matters are met.

sides of the Atlantic.

examinations won her a scholarship

Boothe’s role includes carrying out due

to complete the final stages of the

diligence on the acquisition of firms,

I moved to London at the ratio of

qualification with the firm in London.

reviewing and approving new KPMG

men to women at senior levels in the

Boothe is clearly grateful for the

services, carrying out internal quality

profession,’ she says. ‘At KPMG in

opportunities that ACCA has brought

control reviews of non-audit services,

Jamaica we had seven partners in total,

her and was determined to act as an

and overseeing partner rotations.

including two women, but in every other

‘I remember being surprised when

country I’ve worked in the ratio has

advocate for the qualification from
the start. She has mentored ACCA

Integrity

been a lot lower – an 80/20 split is more

students in Jamaica and London, and

The role touches on a subject – ethics

usual. It hadn’t occurred to me until then

become closely involved with ACCA’s

– that Boothe sees as essential to the

that women might experience some

international network. While working

qualification and the wider profession.

difficulty in reaching the top levels of

in London she was elected treasurer

‘I’ve had the privilege of working in

the profession.’

and then president of ACCA’s Women’s

various countries, with different ethical

KPMG’s network of women in the US

South East Network; she has recently

standards, but it was always important

is very active, she adds. ‘It’s the networks

retired as chair of ACCA USA and has

for me to uphold the integrity of the

that are helping to change things,’ she

been head of ACCA’s Washington

explains. ‘We need to get more women

DC chapter since 2013. ‘I want to

to the top of the profession.’
She will also continue to work to raise

give back as much as possible to the

the profile of the ACCA Qualification

profession,’ she says.
She has also found time to work closely
with other organisations, including
the National Association of Black
Accountants (NABA) and the Association
of Government Accountants (AGA).
Both bodies have recognised her work
as going above and beyond what would
be expected. She was instrumental in
gaining National Association of State

‘As members, one
of our objectives
should be to
stand out among
accountants for
honesty and
integrity’

in the US. She was responsible, for
example, for organising the first
ACCA careers fair in the US, which
attracted recruiters from the World
Bank, the large accountancy firms
and the International Monetary Fund,
among others.
While the ACCA Qualification is more
recognised today than it was 19 years
ago when she moved to the US, she

Boards of Accountancy accreditation for

says there is still much more to be done.

the continuing professional education

‘We need people like me, active

courses of both ACCA and AGA, and

profession and maintain the highest

received a special achievement award

of standards,’ she says. ‘As an ACCA

ACCA members and advocates, here in

for outstanding contribution to her local

member, one of our objectives

the US. Understandably, in the US the

ACCA chapter.

should be to stand out among

AICPA [American Institute of Certified

While forging a career in audit,

accountants for honesty and integrity.

Public Accountants] qualification is

Boothe moved from the UK to the

Competition from other professional

everything. But the more that we as

US in 2000, where her work has been

accounting qualifications in the US and

ACCA members perform well, the more

focused on compliance, first as senior

internationally means that it’s more

people will know what we stand for.

manager in KPMG’s federal audit

important than ever to safeguard the

And we are slowly winning. Ultimately,

practice, and more recently making

ACCA credential.’

advocacy marches us closer to that time

If there is any other theme running

when employers in the US and around

management independence group has

through Boothe’s career, it is to address

the world recognise ACCA as the top

grown substantially in recent years (it

imbalance and the under-represented

accounting qualification.’

now has a headcount of more than 200)

in the profession – not for reasons of

and is responsible for making sure that

unfairness, but because it represents

the switch from audit to risk. The risk

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Well connected
ICAC conference sponsorship, UWI partnership renewal and the first local chapter
launches raise ACCA Caribbean’s profile, plus AGM news from North America
Caribbean

Caribbean accountancy

the premier accounting

engaging millennials and

sector made up of expats,

qualification in the region,

ICAC gold

Generation Z, while other

these chapters bring

working hand in hand with

ACCA was a gold sponsor

speakers spoke on such

together ACCA members

the flagship university in

at the premier event in the

topics as trust, climate

from all over the world. The

the Caribbean, it provides

calendar for Caribbean

change, wellness, artificial

Cayman Islands chapter, for

valuable education and

accountants in June.

intelligence and emerging

example, includes individuals

opportunities to future

technologies, innovation

from Barbados, Mauritius,

finance professionals.’

and entrepreneurship.

Moldova, Russia, Trinidad

Held in Kingston, Jamaica,
the annual conference of

Lee presented on

and Tobago, and the UK.

US

ACCA Caribbean launched

Partnership extra

Minority success

its first local chapter in

ACCA and the University

ACCA USA hosted its

global disruption – creating

July, in Jamaica, at a

of the West Indies (UWI)

annual general meeting

opportunities’. Some

professional networking

renewed their partnership

and a networking reception

500 finance professionals

event for members. Local

agreement for a further three

for members in June in

converged on the Pegasus

chapters were also launched

years at a ceremony in July at

New York City.

Hotel to hear presentations

in the Cayman Islands and

the UWI St Augustine campus

from regional and

Barbados, with Bermuda due

in Trinidad and Tobago.

international speakers

to follow as AB went to press.

the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of the

New chapters

Caribbean (ICAC) took
as its theme ‘Navigating

including ACCA immediate

The local chapters will

Among other things, the

friends of ACCA attended

renewed partnership seeks

the reception to celebrate

past president Leo Lee

work closely with the ACCA

to: develop and promote

the year’s achievements and

FCCA, American author

Caribbean office, advocating

information sessions and

acknowledge the support

Stephen Covey (of The 7

for future students and

learning opportunities

of member advocates.

Habits of Highly Effective

members, supporting the

for students of both

They were welcomed by

People fame) and Bruce

development of relationships

organisations; co-host

Warner Johnston, head of

Golding, former prime

with government

career building activities for

ACCA USA, and Carol-Ann

minister of Jamaica.

representatives, schools,

UWI St Augustine students

Boothe FCCA (see also

regulators

on taxation, leadership,

page 56), outgoing chair of

and other

governance and ethics;

the ACCA USA members’

professionals,

encourage participation

chapter, and her successor

and working

in UWI’s World of Work

George Baah FCCA.

with local

initiative and financial literacy

professional

programme; and support

Frank Ross, co-founder

bodies to

annual awards for top

and first president of the

advance the

achievers in accounting and

National Association of Black

accountancy

finance courses.

Accountants (NABA), which

With much of
the Caribbean
sector made up
of expats, the
chapters bring
together ACCA
members from all
over the world

The keynote speaker was

and finance

Head of ACCA Caribbean

profession in

Shelly-Ann Mohammed said:

concerns of minorities in the

the Caribbean.

‘ACCA is pleased to renew

accountancy profession and

its partnership commitment

to create opportunities for

to UWI St Augustine. As

black accountants.

With
much of the

58

Nearly 100 members,
students, affiliates and other

was set up to address the
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Identifying the key ingredient

over the past 12 months, with

as an accountant’s value

nearly 2,000 participants in

system, he distilled his own

local webinars alone.

values into the six principles

She also highlighted

that have guided his life and

recent initiatives including

career success:

events with Financial

*

Prepare for tomorrow,

Executives International

not today.

Canada and the Financial

*

Develop a strong work

Management Institute (FMI),

ethic – study hard and

held in Toronto, Vancouver

work hard.

and Ottawa. ACCA used

Develop an ‘I can’

the occasions to showcase

attitude and believe that

its thought leadership

you can overcome all

to the country’s senior

obstacles.

finance and public sector

Realise that no one

professionals.

*
*

*
*

achieves success

Couse went on to

without the support of

report that ACCA Canada

others and remember

delivered 10 CPD webinars,

to get involved in your

in partnership with

community.

organisations including

Treat everyone with

Houser Henry & Syron LLP,

respect and always say

FMI and the Conference

thank you.

Board of Canada on

Above all, cherish the

topics including ‘Buying

moment and learn as

and selling a business in

much as possible from all

Canada’ and ‘Tax as a force

of your life experiences.

for good’.

Ross’s words were warmly

She also recognised the

welcomed. As most ACCA

input of Canadian members

members, affiliates and

into ACCA’s ground-breaking

students living and working

research reports Closing the

in the US are immigrants, his

expectation gap in audit and

address struck a powerful

How accountants can bridge

chord with many attendees.

the global infrastructure
gap, a joint initiative with

Canada

CPA Canada.

A bigger reach

Daniel Chou FCCA,

ACCA Canada held its

outgoing chair of the ACCA

AGM in Toronto in June,

Canada member network

with members attending

panel, said: ‘These initiatives

both in person and via

help to increase the brand

Speaking at the AGM,

Members at the US reception with (top, centre) Warner
Johnston; (middle) Council members Siobhan Pandya and
Kenneth Henry (right); and George Baah (bottom, left).
Ross, who moved to New

Speaking about his

York City from the Caribbean

book Quiet Guys Can Do

webinar. Market head Jillian

recognition of ACCA among

island of St Kitts in 1951,

Great Things, Too: A Black

Couse pointed out that

employers and educational

became the first African-

Accountant’s Success Story,

ACCA Canada had hosted,

institutions in Canada, which

American partner at Peat

Ross shared his thoughts on

attended and sponsored

in turn raises the profile

Marwick (now the Big Four

how to achieve success in

79 events for members,

of members and students

firm KPMG).

the accountancy profession.

students and stakeholders

across the country.’

AB
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The finance imperative
Company board directors in Vietnam must protect shareholder interests, take
responsibility for financial disclosures, and make their voice heard in decision-making
Le Vu Truong FCCA, a

On 11 July, ACCA and
the Vietnam Institute

partner at EY Vietnam,

of Directors held a joint

spoke on why and how

conference on the finance

boards should exercise

imperative for boards of

financial supervision. He

directors. The event took

discussed how board

place in Ho Chi Minh City,

members can ensure they

Vietnam’s fast-growing

are holding company

commercial centre.

executives to account for
financial decisions. ‘What

Attendees gathered at

is our responsibility?’ he

the Sofitel Saigon Plaza
for speeches and a panel
discussion on the role of the

A joint ACCA/VIOD conference, held in Ho Chi Minh City,
discussed the role of the board in the business landscape.

shareholders, but the
executive uses the capital

board as well as its place
in the current business

Thanh Vietnam Group, spoke

accounting; if they don’t,

of the shareholders. These

landscape in Vietnam.

on the role of boards of

they are responsible for

interests are usually aligned,

directors in investment.

what happens.’

but sometimes they aren’t.’

In her opening speech,
Tran Anh Dao, executive vice

Huy said that business

He added that Vietnam

president of the Ho Chi Minh

scandals in Vietnam had

has regulations to ensure

Diligence required

Stock Exchange (HOSE),

highlighted the need for

boards have real power and

Board members need to

stressed the importance of

strong boards of directors,

can be held accountable,

do a thorough analysis of

public disclosure. ‘We need

and that the scandals

but that enforcement and

financial reports and balance

transparency of information

publicly reported were only

awareness are poor. ‘Many

sheets in order to protect the

in the market in order to

‘the tip of the iceberg’.

shareholders don’t know they

interests of the shareholders,

can sue a board of directors,

while also keeping in mind

average in Vietnam,’ he

as the rules here are very

that information may be

sustainable development

reported. ‘Boards of directors

complicated and some

missing or withheld, he said.

of listed companies, the

must ensure transparent

shareholders do not want to

attract capital,’ she said.
She also called for the

‘Transparency is well below

‘You have to ask questions

enhancement of the

get into trouble,’

about any sudden or

capabilities of boards in

he said. ‘The rules

significant changes in

the country, and strong and

and regulations

performance, and you need

comprehensive integration

are there – for

to work with the auditing

with the international

example, a third

committee and independent

community. ‘We must

of directors

auditors,’ he added. ‘One

should be

of the most important

independent for

aspects of this work is to be

listed companies

aware of any attempts by

– but the human

management to manage

resources

profit and performance.’

work together to build
knowledge and capacity,’
she added.

Best practices
Mac Quang Huy FCCA,
a board member of

‘You have to ask
questions about
any sudden
or significant
changes in
performance’

multisector business Truong

60

asked. ‘We protect the

capability and

He also warned businesses

enforcement

of the adoption by Vietnam

are weak.’

of IFRS Standards in the
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The panel discussion members, left to right: Nguyen
Viet Thinh, Nguyen Thuy Minh Chau, Alain Xavier Cany,
Mac Quang Huy and Le Vu Truong.
next five years. ‘Now is

market, companies have

extremely difficult,’ Cany

heard. ‘I must stress the

the time to prepare,’ he

begun to fall in line with

said. ‘You always receive it

importance of a regular

advised. ‘Solutions include

more stringent management

a bit late. You need access

presence of board members

proper human resources,

expectations, although this

to reliable information on

at meetings,’ Chau said.

IT infrastructure systems,

will take time since many

a regular basis. You are

an internal control system,

are family-run. ‘It’s a new

supposed to be involved in

if you are in the minority,

external consultant and an

economy, and companies

only four meetings a year,

make sure that is clear,’ Cany

independent audit.’

don’t have a very long

but you have a responsibility

added. ‘I was on the board

history, so these processes

toward minority shareholders

at a bank where several

are very new,’ he said.

so you have to know what

directors were jailed, and I

the company is doing not

was on the record resisting

Response strategies
Huy and Truong then joined

The rapidity of the change

‘Register your vote, and

Alain Xavier Cany, a member

poses sharp challenges

only every three months, but

their decisions. Always

of the board of directors at

for boards, according to

almost on a daily basis.’

resist pressure, and if you

dairy business Vinamilk, and

Cany. ‘The board director

Cany advised board

are caught in a conflict of

Nguyen Thuy Minh Chau,

is not yet regarded by the

members in Vietnam to

head of ACCA Mekong, for

main shareholders or the

request financial information

a panel discussion on the

management as a plus to the

on a monthly basis. ‘When

a final piece of advice for

strategic response to financial

company,’ he said. ‘They are

you receive the information

directors. ‘Protect your ideas,

and investment information

still regarded as an obstacle,

monthly, it is much easier

be diligent, and perform

for boards of directors.

rather than a friend.’

to recognise failures and

your duties,’ he advised. ‘The

be able to quickly find out

key is to have a view in a

Vietnam Institute of Directors

All speakers agreed on

interest, don’t get involved.’
Huy closed the event with

CEO Nguyen Viet Thinh

the importance for board

between months if there is a

vote, and don’t worry about

FCCA moderated the panel.

directors of receiving

discrepancy,’ he pointed out.

the final decision.’

Huy argued that as
Vietnam’s financial market
transitions from a frontier
economy to an emerging

comprehensive, reliable and
timely information.
‘Access to genuine,
transparent information is

AB

Both Chau and Cany,
meanwhile, emphasised the

Michael Tatarski, journalist

need for board members

based in Ho Chi Minh City,

to ensure their voice is

Vietnam
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Futureproof
Recent enhancements to the ACCA Qualification – in particular, digital content and
delivery – have been made to keep it future-fit, as Judith Bennett explains
The ACCA Qualification is

and to maintain that position,

and data analytics, for

continually evolving, and

financial professionals need

example. We introduced a

in recent years there have

a thorough understanding

new data analytics unit for

been important digital

of data and data analysis

the Ethics and Professional

changes introduced to the

as well as familiarity with

Skills module in April so

ACCA Qualification.

the sophisticated digital

students think about how

The changes are a direct

tools that collect, clean and

information is held, used and

response to ACCA’s major

analyse the vast quantity of

managed, including their

research programme into

data that is generated by

responsibilities in light of

what the future holds for

modern businesses.

increasing data regulation.

professional accountants.

The changes introduced to
the qualification have been

digital skills are developed

significant drivers of change

specifically designed – with

is through our digital exams.

to 2025 and revealed a clear

the input of employers –

The computer-based exam

demand from employers

to make sure that ACCA

(CBE) format offers students

for a collection of technical

members and students are

a clear opportunity to gain

knowledge, digital skills

prepared and in demand

practical experience of

and abilities, as well as

from the moment they enter

using digital tools and skills.

professional behaviour

the workplace.

Students will therefore be
immersed in a reflection

and qualities.

Going digital

of their future working

ACCA Qualification

The latest changes mean that

environment when they

evolves as business itself is

students will develop digital

are asked to make use of

transformed by the onward

skills in two distinct ways.

digital tools that finance

march of digital technology.

The first is direct learning

professionals use on a daily

Digital skills – including

through content, with the

basis, completing their

the awareness of emerging

exams testing knowledge of

exams using spreadsheets

digital technology as well as

financial systems, blockchain

and word processing tools.

It is essential that the

We are continuing to

the application
of existing

expand our use of digital

journey throughout the

technology – are

assessment – a format

whole qualification. CBEs

essential to the

that is already in place

for Strategic Professional

with all the main applied

will begin to replace paper-

skills exams now tested

based exams from March

through the computer-

2020, initially in selected

based approach. And from

cities across the UK, Ireland

next year digital exams

and the Czech Republic.

will be introduced for the

More countries will join

Strategic Professional

the programme over the

stage of the qualification,

following months and years.

success of a
modern finance
professional. The
finance function
has become
the engine of
decision-making
and strategy
within an

Students will be
immersed in a
reflection of their
future working
environment
when they use the
digital tools

organisation –

62

The second way in which

The research identified the

providing students with
a seamless digital exam

The CBE format embeds
the practical use of
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ACCA’s priority is to keep

techniques, the impact of

digital technology in the

format is replacing, and

examination and qualification

this is supported by the

members’ skills relevant

financial technology (fintech),

process. Students taking

experiences of members and

and current, wherever

and initial coin offerings as a

CBEs will be required to

students who have taken the

they are in the world and

source, or new way, of raising

use relevant digital tools to

exams in recent months.

wherever they work. That’s

finance.

deliver their answers to real-

The world is constantly

AB

why students and members

evolving, and that means the

have the opportunity, via

Judith Bennett is ACCA’s

Through our extensive

qualification must too. We

our offering, to learn about

director – professional

exam development process,

review all elements of the

computer assisted audit

qualifications.

we can ensure that we are

qualification and our CPD

testing to the same rigorous

programme every year to

world case studies.

standards as the paper-

ensure it remains relevant as

based exams that the CBE

technology evolves.

More information
To read more about ACCA’s CBE approach to the Strategic
Professional paper, visit bit.ly/ACCA-stratprofCBE.
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In focus
Insights about how to address ethical dilemmas can be gleaned by viewing
different scenarios through the eyes of film-makers
complex and jargon-filled

online small print for a day:

quarterly theme ‘the

subject, including defining

‘By placing an order via this

feeling disturbed. While

power of ethics’, ACCA

the term ‘hacking’ – first

website, you agree to grant

governments and enterprises

has reviewed a number of

coined back in 1955 in the

us a non-transferable right

need a certain level of

films that showcase real-life

monthly minutes of MIT’s

to claim, now and for ever

information about their

ethical challenges. Here

model railway club. Members

more, your immortal soul.’

citizens and customers to

are a couple of highlights

were told to turn the power

It was an April Fool’s Day

protect and serve them

(see accaglobal.com/

off to avoid blowing a fuse

joke, but 7,000 people fell

properly, you may well

powerofethics to find more).

when ‘working on or hacking’

for it. You can hardly blame

conclude that they have

the club’s electrical system.

them, though – it has been

gone too far.

Overwhelmed

The stakes have certainly got

estimated it would take a

The Defenders (go to

higher since then.

month every year to read

stream the film) takes a

Soul stealers

behind-the-scenes look at

Terms and Conditions

four notorious cyber attacks

May Apply exposes the

and champions those with

erosion of online privacy

the job of keeping institutions

and what information

safe from the evolving threat.

governments and

The 2014 cyber attack on

taking from citizens

North Korea by the FBI) was a

each day. (The first

game-changer, and resulted

500 ACCA members

in the company releasing the

who view the film on

film The Interview as a digital

the Vimeo platform at

download only. ‘The next

bit.ly/Vimeo-TC before

war will be fought without a

31 October can use the code

single bullet being fired, with

ACCADISCOUNT to get a

one country shutting down

50% discount.)

average user agrees.

It is a compelling and

Frank Heidt, CEO at

country,’ warns Sanjay Sarma,

deeply unsettling film,

Leviathan Securities,

vice president for open

packed with details that will

uses the old amphibian

learning at MIT, in the film.

have you exclaiming under

metaphor: ‘Put a frog in

your breath.

boiling water and turn the

Like accountants, cyber
defenders rarely get credit

We’re all guilty of blindly

heat up slowly, and it won’t

for keeping society and its

ticking boxes that say

know it’s boiling to death.

systems ticking over. Only

we agree to terms and

We’ve been opting in to

when something goes wrong

conditions when buying a

all this a centimetre at

do they hit the headlines –

product online or booking

a time, but pretty soon

for all the wrong reasons.

a flight. In 2009, the UK’s

we’ll look behind us

GameStation store inserted

and wonder how we

the following sentence in its

got here.’

The film does a good job
of giving an insight into a

Dean Gurden, journalist

corporations are legally

Sony Pictures (blamed on

the power grid in another

AB

everything to which the

bit.ly/The-Defenders to
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The film may leave you

To celebrate ACCA’s
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Ethics first

Accounting and Business is published
by ACCA. All views expressed are those
of the contributors.

ACCA is putting ethics top of the agenda in a campaign to
highlight its crucial relationship to business success
The power of ethics has

critical relationship between

survive, businesses must

professional ethics and

identify and adapt to digital

business success includes

clear. Consumers and

advances such as the use

a webinar, reviews of

governments are sharpening

of artificial intelligence,

ethics-related films, video

their focus on ethical

which bring with them

interviews of global CEOs

and sustainability issues.

new challenges to the

(in partnership with the

Buying habits are changing.

professional ethical stance.

Carnegie Council for Ethics)

never been greater.
The drivers for this are

Regulations are tightening.

66

Meanwhile, if they are to

For this year’s Global

and a strong focus on

And the impact of businesses

Ethics Day, on 16 October,

ethical content in our annual

on society is under more

ACCA has created a range of

Accounting for the Future

scrutiny than it has ever been

tools to support members’

conference (see page 9).

from the media, consumers,

learning and development

governments and their

on this crucial topic. Our

visit accaglobal.com/

own employees.

three-month focus on the

powerofethics.

For more information,
AB
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Americas special focus
ACCA members lift the lid on
hot topics in the region

Team effort
Fighting corruption requires
everyone to play their part

Green impact
Accountants face ethical challenges
in creating a sustainable future
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